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“Regola I. Delle cose naturali non devono essere ammesse cause più numerose di
quelle che sono vere e bastano a spiegare i fenomeni. Come dicono i filosofi: la natura
non fa nulla invano, e inutilmente viene fatto con molte cose ciò che può essere fatto
con poche. La natura, infatti, è semplice e non sovrabbonda in cause superflue delle
cose. ”

“Rule I. We are to admit no more causes of natural things such as are both true
and sufficient to explain their appearances. To this purpose the philosophers say that
Nature does nothing in vain, and more is in vain when less will serve; for Nature is
pleased with simplicity, and effects not the pomp of superfluous causes”

Sir. Isaac Newton
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Abstract

Metamaterials are part of an emerging research field with a broad range
of useful potential applications in cross-disciplinary fields spanning mate-
rial science, optics, industrial applications, and last but not least, sensing
from environmental hazards to cancer cells. Metamaterials present particu-
lar features especially when they are fabricated as multi-stack layered sys-
tems or optical nano-cavities. In fact, due to the particular features pre-
sented by this kind of materials as strong self-collimation and canalization
effects, extraordinary transmittance and plasmonic behavior, they open a
very wide scenario of nano-technological applications. The application that
has been addressed in this thesis exploits the interesting and intriguing fea-
tures of metal/ insulator/ metal/insulator systems, so-called MIMIs, in opti-
cal nano-cavities configuration tailored to drastically improve the resolution
of a generic Two Photon Direct Laser Writing (TP-DLW) lithography pro-
cess. The enhanced technique covers an important role in nanotechnology
and especially in new nanomaterials frontiers for the possible realization of
polymeric, thus completely dielectric, metasurfaces. For these reasons, the
driving concept of the work presented in this research activity is to carry out
the entire cycle of realization of MIMI devices, passing from their design, op-
timization, fabrication and characterization. Following their realization, the
optimized MIMI are used to enhance the TP-DLW process in order to fab-
ricate hyper-resolute test samples as 1D gratings, 2D metasurfaces and 3D
complex objects. Given its self-collimation optical features, the MIMI meta-
material is used for the characterization of the realized structures as well. A
specific, noticeable case that has been addressed in this thesis is the realiza-
tion of ultra-flat all-dielectric apochromatic broadband metalenses assisted,
during the design, by a Deep Machine Learning algorithm and, for their fab-
rication, by the above mentioned enhanced TP-DLW process. Finally, the re-
alized metalenses have been optically characterized in the visible spectrum
(300 � 1000 nm) confirming (as designed) fascinating features if compared
with the already realized metalenses like the numerical aperture, extended
focal length and depth of focus.
Chapter 1 introduces the main aspects of metamaterials, as well as, the isofre-
quency surface describing the dispersion relations of hyperbolic metamate-
rials, and different geometrical configurations that allow exploiting particu-
lar physical effects and behaviors in light-matter interaction. Then, stacked
multi-layer materials and a particular family of those, #psilon Near Zero,
are presented. These metamaterials are a particular class of artificial opti-
cal structures consisting of a periodic arrangement of metallic and dielectric
layers able to self-collimate and canalize light inside themselves. Finally, the
chapter concludes with an overview of the plasmonic behavior in a simple
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metal/insulator interface that produces surface plasmon polaritons. Then it
considers the bulk plasmon polaritons in multi-stacked metamaterials and
the gap surface plasmon in Fabry-Perot nano-cavities.
In Chapter 2, a simple and fast, yet robust, way to design metamaterials
is evaluated as a function of their optical response and behavior. In fact,
the first topic addressed in this chapter is ellipsometry and related advan-
tages, to characterize nano-structures by retrieving the ellipsometric param-
eters Y and D, reflectance and transmittance and the complex refractive in-
dex n � ik. Then, the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) has been detailed and
used to code a homebuilt Matlab tool to predict the optical behavior as a
function of the metamaterials design. On the same way, by using COMSOL
Multiphysics, a Numerical Ellipsometer Analysis (NEA) has been realized.
NEA covers the role of a robust tool to predict the optical response in much
complex systems such as multi-layered materials with/without superstruc-
tures (gratings, holes, helices) placed above them. Some numerical simula-
tions predicted by the NEA are experimentally validated by different cases
with increasing system complexity. The plasmonic dispersion relations and
the modal analysis have been addressed for dielectric cavities that support
multi-spectral modes in the visible. Finally, in the last section, particular ef-
fects produced by MIMI cavities have been studied. Two key aspects related
to the optical cavities are presented below. The first concerns the way they
show hues / shades of color as a function of the cavity thickness and the
involved material; the second one is a fast and effective way to identify the
plasmons propagating inside these structures through the pseudo-dielectric
function < #̃ >. These designed cavities present also particular effects like a
large de-phasing well-known as Goos-Hänchen shift, that it is exploitable for
extremely accurate sensing.
Chapter 3 begins by introducing the main concepts of one and two-photon
lithography and describing the state of the art of the Two-Photon Direct Laser
Writing (TP-DLW) process. Then, as reported in the previous chapter, it
shows detailed aspects of optical-nano cavities and leverages on the MIMI
properties and features to design an embedded device able to work at the
two photon lithography process wavelength (l = 780nm). The fabricated
prototype is tested in terms of the incident beam waist modification by the
evaluation of the Point Spread Function (PSF) reduction, measured by an
homebuilt confocal setup equipped with a beam profiler. After its character-
ization, the MIMI device is used to realize 1D gratings compared with the
ones fabricated through standard glass substrates. The reduction of 89% in
height and 50% in width challenges our research product to reproduce the
portrait "The Lady with an Ermine" by Leonardo Da Vinci that exhibits an high
resolution level in terms of details and the nanoscale slicing in the 3D fabri-
cation.
Chapter 4. The results obtained by the enhanced TP-DLW technique are
exploited, in this chapter, to realize all-dielectric apochromatic broadband "flat-
land" metalenses with overall thickness less than 50nm. For their de facto
two-dimensional nature, we call them "flatland" metalenses with the obvi-
ous reference to the famous Abbott’s novel ("Flatland: A Romance of Many
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Dimensions"). Next generation optics follow the trendsetting of miniatur-
ized devices with extraordinary features as extended focal length and Depth
of Focus (DOF), high Numerical Aperture and, last but not least, fast and
easy way to produce them. In fact, this extremely flat design is the result
of the novel two-photon direct laser writing (TP-DLW) process enhanced to
hyper resolution performance by leveraging on the peculiar optical proper-
ties of our designed and developed ENZ metamaterials. Once fabricated,
the characterization of the metalenses follows by means of a homebuilt setup
equipped with beam-profiler and spectrometer. This measurement provided
the characteristic values for these features like focal length f = 1.14mm, DOF
in the range |50 � 150|µm and the numerical aperture NA = 0.087.
In summary, the improved resolution of TP-DLW process presented in Chap-
ter 3 is extremely significant for industrial applications in several fields such
as anti-counterfeiting and flat optics, as shown in the last two Chapters of
this Thesis work.
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Introduzione

I metamateriali sono parte di una delle più recenti branche della ricerca emer-
gente con un’ampia gamma di potenziali applicazioni utili in campi interdis-
ciplinari che spaziano dalla scienza dei materiali, all’ottica, alle applicazioni
industriali e, ultimo ma non meno importante, per il sensing e/o rileva-
mento dai rischi ambientali, generalmente inquinanti, sino alle cellule tu-
morali. I metamateriali presentano caratteristiche particolari, specialmente
quando sono fabbricati come sistemi composti da strati multipli o nano cav-
ità ottiche. Infatti, per le particolari caratteristiche presentate da questo tipo
di materiali come gli elevati effetti di self-collimation e canalizzazione della
luce, una straordinaria trasmittanza e comportamenti plasmonici aprono uno
scenario molto ampio di applicazioni nanotecnologiche. L’applicazione prin-
cipale affrontata in questa Tesi è relativa allo sfruttamento delle interessanti
e intriganti caratteristiche dei sistemi metallo / isolante / metallo / isolante,
noti anche con l’acronimo di MIMI, in configurazione di nano cavità ottiche
realizzate su misura al fine di migliorare drasticamente la risoluzione del
Processo di litografia con scrittura laser diretta a due fotoni (TP-DLW). La
tecnica avanzata ricopre un ruolo importante nella nanotecnologia e nelle
nuove frontiere dei nanomateriali, soprattutto per realizzare metasuperfici
polimeriche, e quindi completamente dielettriche. Per questi motivi il con-
cetto guida del lavoro presentato in questa attività di ricerca è quello di es-
eguire l’intero ciclo di realizzazione dei dispositivi MIMI, passando dalla loro
progettazione, ottimizzazione, fabbricazione, quindi utilizzando questi dis-
positivi e il processo TP-DLW per la fabbricazione campioni di test risoluti
come reticoli 1D, metasuperfici 2D e oggetti complessi 3D e, infine, carat-
terizzazione delle strutture prodotte. Un caso specifico notevole che è stato
affrontato in questa tesi è la realizzazione di metalenses a banda larga apocro-
matiche completamente dielettriche ed ultra-piatte assistite, durante la pro-
gettazione, da un algoritmo di Deep Machine Learning e per la fabbricazione
dal processo TP-DLW potenziato. Infine, le strutture realizzate sono state
caratterizzate otticamente nello spettro visibile (300 � 1000 nm) presentando
caratteristiche affascinanti, se confrontate con le omologhe, come un’apertura
numerica elevata, una lunghezza focale e una profondità di fuoco estese.
Il capitolo 1 introduce gli aspetti principali riguardanti i metamateriali, le
superfici di isofrequenza che descrivono le relazioni di dispersione dei meta-
materiali iperbolici e diverse configurazioni geometriche che consentono di
sfruttare particolari effetti fisici e comportamenti nell’interazione luce-materia.
Quindi, vengono presentati i materiali multi-strato impilati e ne viene pre-
sentata una particolare famiglia/classe indicati come #psilon Near Zero. Questi
metamateriali portano alla fabbricazione di metamateriali con effetti partico-
lari come l’auto-collimazione (self-collimation) e la canalizzazione della luce
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al loro interno. Infine, il capitolo si conclude con una panoramica sul compor-
tamento plasmonico partendo da una semplice interfaccia metallo/ isolante
che produce polaritoni plasmonici di superficie, quindi si passa a considerare
e studiare i polaritoni plasmonici di volume in metamateriali multi-stack e il
plasmone di superficie in gap (cavitàă) nelle nano-cavitàă alla Fabry-Pèrot.
Nel Capitolo 2 viene valutato un modo semplice, veloce ma al tempo stesso
robusto per progettare metamateriali in funzione della loro risposta ottica e
del loro comportamento. Infatti il primo argomento trattato in questo capi-
tolo è l’ellissometria ed i suoi vantaggi per caratterizzare nanostrutture ac-
quisendo così i parametri ellissometrici Psi e Delta, la riflettanza R e la
transmittanza T ed anche l’indice di rifrazione complesso n � ik. Quindi
è stato approfondito il metodo delle matrici di trasferimento denominato
TMM, dall’inglese Transfer Matrix Method, che successivamente è stato uti-
lizzato per programmare uno strumento numerico nel linguaggio Matlab per
prevedere il comportamento ottico in funzione del design e composizione
dei metamateriali. Allo stesso modo, utilizzando COMSOL Multiphysics, è
stata realizzata un’analisi numerica ellissometrica NEA, sempre dall’inglese
Numeric Ellipsometer Analysis. Il NEA ricopre il ruolo di uno strumento
robusto per prevedere la risposta ottica dei metamateriali con/senza sovras-
trutture poste al di sopra di essi. Le simulazioni numeriche fatte con tale
strumento considerando diversi casi ed aumentando la complessitàă del sis-
tema sono state validate sperimentalmente e tali risultati sono riportati in
questo capitolo. Le relazioni di dispersione plasmonica e l’analisi modale
sono state valutate per le cavitàă dielettriche che supportano più modi nello
spettro visibile. Infine, nell’ultima sezione sono stati studiati gli effetti parti-
colari prodotti dalle cavitàă MIMI. In seguito vengono presentati due aspetti
chiave legati il alle cavitàă ottiche, il primo riguarda come esse producono
tonalitàă/ sfumature di colore in funzione dello spessore della cavitàă stessa
e del materiale coinvolto; il secondo invece è un modo veloce ed efficace per
individuare i plasmoni propagatisi all’interno di queste strutture attraverso
la funzione pseudo dielettrica < #̃ >. Queste cavità progettate presentano
anche effetti particolari come un alto sfasamento noto come Goos-Hänchen
shift che è sfruttabile per lo sviluppo di sensori estremamente accurati.
Il capitolo 3 inizia introducendo i concetti principali della litografia a uno e
due fotoni e lo stato dell’arte in merito alla tecnica di TP-DLW. Fatta questa
prima introduzione si riprendono gli aspetti già trattati in dettaglio nel prece-
dente e si utilizzano le proprietà e le caratteristiche dei MIMI per progettare
un dispositivo integrato in grado di lavorare alla lunghezza d’onda del pro-
cesso di litografia a due fotoni (l = 780nm). Quindi, il prototipo fabbri-
cato è stato testato in termini di come si modifica il beam waist della luce
incidente quando attraversa tale substrato, tale valutazione è stata fatta con-
siderando la riduzione della Point Spread Function (PSF) misurata grazie a
un setup confocale auto-costruito dotato di beam profiler. Dopo la caratter-
izzazione tale dispositivo è stato utilizzato per produrre reticoli 1D al fine di
paragonare il risultato ottenuto con quelli fabbricati su un substrato di vetro
classico. La riduzione del 89% in altezza e del 50% in larghezza inducono
la nostra ricerca ad un ulteriore test la riproduzione del ritratto "La Dama
con l’ermellino" di Leonardo Da Vinci che mostra un alto livello di risoluzione
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in termini di dettagli e di parametri usabili durante la fabbricazione 3D alla
nanoscala come uno slicing di 20nm.
Nel Capitolo 4 vengono illustrati i risultati ottenuti tramite il miglioramento
in termini di risoluzione dalla tecnica di TP-DLW e come questi vengono
sfruttati per realizzare metalenti. Queste sono completamente dielettriche,
apocromatiche hanno il vantaggio di poter essere usate in una banda spet-
trale larga e sono caratterizzate da dimensioni in z di poche decine di nanometri,
non più di 50nm. Questo ci ha spinto a denominarle come "Flatland" in omag-
gio al noto racconto di Abbott, "Flatland: A Romance of Many Dimensions". La
tendenza seguita dell’ottica di oggi giorno e del futuro è rappresentata sem-
pre più dai dispositivi miniaturizzati con caratteristiche incredibili come la
lunghezza focale estesa, la profonditàă di fuoco (DOF), un’elevata apertura
numerica e anche un modo semplice e veloce per produrli. Infatti questo
design estremamente piatto è il risultato di un nuovo processo di scrittura
laser diretta a due fotoni (TP-DLW) rivisitato in termini di prestazioni e di
ultra risoluzione sfruttando le proprietàă ottiche peculiari dei metamateriali
#NZ. Lo scopo di questo capitolo è quello di promuovere la progettazione
delle metalenti mediante un design inverso condotto attraverso deep ma-
chine learning e la fabbricazione attraverso il dispositivo MIMI al fine di
aumentare la risoluzione del processo di produzione. Una volta fabbricate
le metalenti queste vengono caratterizzate utilizzando un setup ottico auto-
costruito dotato di beam-profiler e spettrometro. La lunghezza focale risulta
pari a f = 1.14mm, il DOF è compreso tra |50 � 150| µm e l’apertura nu-
merica è pari a NA = 0.087. In conclusione l’alta risoluzione del processo
TP-DLW, migliorata per mezzo di un substrato composto da metamateriale
(come riportato nel Capitolo 3), è estremamente importante per applicazioni
industriali in diversi campi come l’anti-contraffazione e l’ottica ultra-piatta
come mostrato nei capitoli finali di questo lavoro di tesi.
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Chapter 1

Main theoretical aspects

In this Chapter, I propose to introduce and illustrate the main theoretical con-
cerns met in this Doctoral Thesis. I start by introducing metamaterials and
peculiar aspects of these systems. Then, I focalize the attention on a partic-
ular class of metamaterials called Hyperbolic MetaMaterials (HMM) and the
Epsilon Near Zero (#NZ) condition. Finally, I engage the physical aspects
related to this kind of materials and explain in detail the dispersion rela-
tions about the Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SPPs), Bulk Plasmon Polaritons
(BPPs), and Gap Plasmon Polaritons (GSPs), related to metal/dielectric inter-
faces within the #NZ metamaterials presented as stack of layers and optical
nano-cavities.

1.1 Metamaterials: general point of view
A metamaterial (from the Greek word µeta meta, meaning "beyond" and the
Latin word materia, meaning "matter" or "material") is a material engineered
to have a property that is not found in naturally occurring materials.[1–3]
They are made by assemblies of multiple elements typically comprising basic
materials like metals and plastics. The materials are usually arranged in re-
peating patterns, at scales that are much smaller than the typical length scales
of the phenomena they influence. Metamaterials derive their extraordinary
features not from the properties of the basic materials of which they are
made, but from the way these materials are combined in the newly designed
structures. Their precise shape, geometry, size, orientation and arrangement
gives them their smart properties capable of manipulating electromagnetic
waves: by blocking, absorbing, enhancing, or bending waves, to achieve ben-
efits that go beyond what is possible with conventional materials. Appropri-
ately designed metamaterials can affect waves of electromagnetic radiation
or sound in a manner not observed in bulk materials.[4, 5] Those that ex-
hibit a negative index of refraction for particular wavelengths have attracted
significant research.[6–8] These materials are known as negative-index meta-
materials. Potential applications of metamaterials are diverse and include
optical filters, medical devices, remote aerospace applications, sensor detec-
tion and infrastructure monitoring, smart solar power management, crowd
control, radomes, high-frequency battlefield communication and lenses for
high-gain antennas, improving ultrasonic sensors, and even shielding struc-
tures from earthquakes.[9–11] Metamaterials offer the potential to create su-
perlenses. Such a lens could allow imaging below the diffraction limit that is
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the minimum resolution that can be achieved by conventional glass lenses.
A form of ’invisibility’ was demonstrated using gradient-index materials.
Acoustic and seismic metamaterials are also research areas.[9, 12] Metama-
terial research is interdisciplinary and involves such fields as electrical en-
gineering, electromagnetics, classical optics, solid state physics, microwave
and antenna engineering, optoelectronics, material sciences, nanoscience and
semiconductor engineering.[5] An electromagnetic metamaterial affects elec-
tromagnetic waves that impinge on it or interact with its structural features.
To behave as a homogeneous material, accurately described by an effective
refractive index, its features must be much smaller than the wavelength of
the impinging light. For microwave radiation, the features are on the order
of millimeters. Microwave frequency metamaterials are usually constructed
as arrays of electrically conductive elements (such as loops of wire) that have
suitable inductive and capacitive characteristics. A typology of microwave
metamaterial uses the split-ring resonator as unit cell.[7, 8] Photonic meta-
materials, at nanometer scale, manipulate light at optical frequencies. To
date, subwavelength structures have shown only few, questionable, results at
visible wavelengths.[7, 8] Photonic crystals and frequency-selective surfaces
such as diffraction gratings, dielectric mirrors and optical coatings exhibit
similarities to subwavelength structured metamaterials. However, these are
usually considered distinct from subwavelength structures, as their features
are structured for the wavelength at which they work and thus cannot be ap-
proximated as a homogeneous material. However, material structures such
as photonic crystals are effective in the visible light spectrum. The middle
of the visible spectrum has a wavelength of approximately 560 nm (for sun-
light). Photonic crystal structures have typical length scales that are gen-
erally half this size or smaller, that is < 280 nm. Plasmonic metamaterials
utilize surface plasmons, which are packets of electrical charge that collec-
tively oscillate at the surfaces of metals at optical frequencies. The plasmonic
metamaterials behavior will be detailed in section 1.3. Frequency selective
surfaces (FSS) can exhibit subwavelength characteristics and are known as
artificial magnetic conductors (AMC) or High Impedance Surfaces (HIS). FSS
display inductive and capacitive characteristics that are directly related to
their subwavelength structure [13]. Almost all materials encountered in op-
tics, such as glass or water, have positive values for both permittivity # and
permeability µ. However, metals such as silver and gold have negative per-
mittivity at shorter wavelengths. A material such as a surface plasmon that
has either (but not both) # or µ negative is often opaque to electromagnetic
radiation. However, anisotropic materials with only negative permittivity
can produce negative refraction due to chirality. Although the optical prop-
erties of a transparent material are fully specified by the parameters #r and
µr, refractive index n is often used in practice, which can be determined from
n = ±p

#rµr. All known non-metamaterial transparent materials possess
positive #r and µr. By convention the positive square root is used for n. How-
ever, some engineered metamaterials have #r and µr < 0. Because the prod-
uct #rµr is positive, n is real. Under such circumstances, it is necessary to
take the negative square root for n. The foregoing considerations are simplis-
tic for actual materials, which must have complex-valued #r and µr. The real
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parts of both #r and µr do not have to be negative for a passive material to
display negative refraction. Metamaterials with negative n have numerous
interesting properties:[6, 14] Snell’s law (n1 sin q1 = n2 sin q2), but because n2
is negative, the rays are refracted on the same side of the normal on entering
the material. Cherenkov radiation points the other way. The time-averaged
Poynting vector is antiparallel to phase velocity. However, for waves (en-
ergy) to propagate, a �µ must be paired with a �# in order to satisfy the
wave number dependence on the material parameters kc = w

p
µe. Negative

index of refraction derives mathematically from the vector triplet E, H and k.
For plane waves propagating in electromagnetic metamaterials, the electric
field, magnetic field and wave vector follow a left-hand rule, the reverse of
the behavior of conventional optical materials.

1.1.1 Hyperbolic Metamaterials
Hyperbolic Metamaterials raise significant interest in the scientific commu-
nity, as "one of the most unusual classes of electromagnetic metamaterials"
[15]. They represent a special category of systems able to present very par-
ticular behavior when impinged by an electromagnetic wave. They can be
employed to realize useful functionalities in emerging meta-devices based
on light. They show hyperbolic (or indefinite) dispersion, which originates
from one of the principal components of their electric or magnetic effec-
tive tensor having the opposite sign to the other two principal components.
Such anisotropic structured materials exhibit distinctive properties, includ-
ing strong enhancement of spontaneous emission, diverging density of states,
negative refraction and enhanced super-lensing effects. Initial studies of
metamaterials concentrated on structures that possess both negative permit-
tivity and negative permeability (known as double-negative media), as such
structures are highly promising for subwavelength optics because they ex-
hibit negative refraction [8]. In recent years, the focus of metamaterial re-
search has shifted towards active and tunable metamaterials, as well as sim-
plifying structures while preserving many of their unusual properties and
functionalities. One class of metamaterials is highly anisotropic media that
have hyperbolic (or indefinite) dispersion [16], as determined by their ef-
fective electric and/or magnetic tensors. Such metamaterials represent the
ultra-anisotropic limit of traditional uniaxial crystals, and one of the princi-
pal components of either their permittivity or permeability tensors is oppo-
site in sign to the other two principal components (as we write above). We
report here the permittivity and permeability tensor[17]: #xx = #yy = #k and
#zz = #? µxx = µyy = µk and µzz = µ? the other components are equal
to zero. Here, the subscripts k and ? indicate components parallel and per-
pendicular to the anisotropy axis, respectively. In this section, we focus on
electric hyperbolic structures with µ̂ = µk > 0 and either #k < 0 and #? > 0
or #k < 0 and #? < 0 . Their unique properties stem from the isofrequency
surface of extraordinary (transverse magnetic polarized) waves (Fig. 1.1),
which is given by

K2
x + K2

y

#?
+

K2
z

#k
=

⇣w

c

⌘2
(1.1)
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Here, kx , ky and kz are respectively the x, y and z components of the wave
vector, w is the wave frequency and c is the speed of light.

ε║ > 0

ε┴ < 0

ε║ < 0

ε┴ > 0

Kz

Kx

Ky

a) b)

FIGURE 1.1: Isofrequency surfaces the dispersion relation of hyperbolic
metamaterials. a,b Isofrequency surfaces given by w(k) = constant for
#zz = #? < 0, #xx = #yy = #k > 0, this is denoted as Type I (a) and #? > 0,

#k < 0, the Type II (b).

It is considerably easier to produce hyperbolic structures than double-
negative media, as the only essential criterion for hyperbolic structures is
that the motion of free electrons be constrained in one or two spatial direc-
tions. Such structures were first experimentally demonstrated in a magne-
tized plasma in 1969 [18]. A few natural materials, including bismuth and
graphite, exhibit hyperbolic properties in certain spectral ranges [19]. How
to exploit these kind of metamaterials is reported in our general point of
view. The hyperbolic metamaterials have been divided in two main class
strongly connected to the isofrenquecy surfaces and their anisotropy, the
first is named "type I" and is denoted from a dielectric behavior in the xy
plane and a metal one in the orthogonal plane (hyperboloid two fold, #k > 0
#? < 0) Fig.1.1a and the "type II" where the dielectric behavior is in the bulk
and the metal one is in the plane, (hyperboloid one fold, #k < 0 #? > 0)
Fig.1.1b. Now, we want underline about different ways to design HMMs. In
metals, the real part of the dielectric function is negative below the plasma
frequency because the polarization response of free moving electrons is in
the opposite direction to the electric field. In the hyperbolic regime, the com-
ponents of the dielectric tensor are negative in only one or two spatial di-
rections. This can be achieved by restricting free-electron motion to these
directions. Hence, the most common realization of hyperbolic metamateri-
als is layered metal-dielectric structures (Indeed, we will focus our attention
on these). Other metamaterials are fabricated as hyper-lenses, as multilayer
fishnet, as nanorod arrays, as arrays of metal-dielectric nanopyramids and
graphene metamaterials, just to name a few. Each possible systems are re-
ported in Fig. 1.2.
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FIGURE 1.2: Examples of hyperbolic metamaterials. a) Layered metal-
dielectric structure; b) hyper-lens; c) multilayer fishnet; d) nanorod arrays;
e) arrays of metal-dielectric nanopyramids; f) graphene metamaterials. Re-

produced with permission from [15].

1.1.2 Layered metal-dielectric structures
An example of layered metal-dielectric structure is shown in Fig. 1.2a. The
components of the effective dielectric tensor parallel #k and perpendicular #?
to the anisotropy axis are given by. [20]

#̃k =
#̃mdm + #̃ddd

dmdd
, #̃? =

#̃d #̃m(dm + dd)
#̃mdd + #̃ddm

(1.2)

where dm (dd) is the thickness and #m (#d) is the dielectric constant of the
metallic (dielectric) component, (see the Appendix A). By tuning these pa-
rameters such that #k#? < 0, one can attain the hyperbolic regime. The ef-
fective medium approximation given by equation (1.2) is valid in the long-
wavelength limit, namely, when the variation of the electromagnetic field
over one period of the structure is small. However, the excitation of sur-
face plasmon polaritons at the metal-dielectric interfaces causes the field to
vary significantly on the scale of one period, even when the vacuum wave-
length is much larger than the period. Hence, the approximation given by
equation (1.2) may not be valid in certain spectral ranges. Plasmonic modes
may have more complex shaped isofrequency contours that are neither el-
liptic or hyperbolic. This leads to both negatively and positively refracted
beams being produced by light scattered at the metamaterial interface [20,
21]. Such effects can be described by using the effective tensor with spa-
tial dispersion, that is, # depends on the mode wave vector[22, 23]. Spatial
dispersion implies a nonlocal response in real space, such that the electric
field at one point in space induces polarization at another point. To the
best of our knowledge, the first experimental demonstration of a layered
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hyperbolic metamaterial was a hyper-lens. Negative refraction and hyper-
bolic dispersion were demonstrated in the mid-infrared region using a struc-
ture consisting of doped InGaAs (Indium Gallium Arsenide) and intrinsic
AlInAs (Aluminium Indium Arsenide) layers [24]. Subsequently, numerous
hyperbolic metamaterials have been demonstrated that consist of different
metal/dielectric pairs. Suitable materials for layered hyperbolic structures
have been evaluated in detail [25]. Metallic systems are generally considered
preferable for optical frequencies, whereas semiconductors are considered to
be optimal for lower frequencies, namely in the terahertz and nearinfrared
regions [26]. Typically, the hyperbolic regime with Re(#?) < 0 is realized in
a metallic system (Fig. 1.1b) [27]. An inherent problem of metal-based struc-
tures is Joule losses. One way to mitigate this problem is to use active media,
so that the losses are compensated by the gain of the active media[28, 29]. An
alternative strategy involves using unconventional plasmonic materials that
have low losses in specific frequency ranges [30, 31]. Metal-dielectric struc-
tures may be naturally extended to the so called hyper-lens (Fig. 1.2b), which
consists of a hyperbolic metamaterial on a curved substrate [32, 33]. As hy-
perbolic metamaterials support large propagating wave vectors, a hyper-lens
may magnify subdiffraction-limited objects in the far field [34]. It is easier to
realize a super-lens using planar plasmonic structures [35].

1.1.3 eNear Zero (and Pole) Metamaterials
An important "subclass" of HMM is represented by the epsilon-near-zero
(#EZ) metamaterials. They are not different in fabrication when compared
with the systems depicted in Fig. 1.2a; in fact, the most common are the lay-
ered ones. As the name suggest this kind of metamaterials are characterized
by the permittivity assuming near zero values at one or more wavelengths.
Due to their unique electromagnetic features, these metamaterials are of great
importance in many applications at microwave and optical frequencies [36–
41]. In fact, it is possible to obtain eNZ metamaterials at a single operating
frequency. However, regarding practical implementations, eEZ metamateri-
als over a broadband operating frequency range are required, which is a chal-
lenge in both science and technology. In order to account this challenge, an
efficient effective-medium theory (EMT) code is exploited to evaluate when
we are in presence of an eEZ and which the operative wavelengths are. Our
code allows evaluating both #1 and #2 permittivities (real and the imaginary
parts, respectively) as a function of the layer thickness of the involved mate-
rials and the optical constants. According to the Maxwell-Garnett approxi-
mation [42, 43] for a N-layered system, we can calculate the effective complex
dielectric constant #̃e f f using the following equation:

#̃e f f � #1

#̃e f f + 2#1
= (1 � f1)

#2 � #1
#2 + 2#1

(1.3)

Where #1 and #2 represent the two phases involved in the system, in our
case metal and dielectric material, whereas f is the volume fraction. When
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considering a N-layerd structure, where the unit cell is a metal-dielectric bi-
layer, f is calculated as the ration of the two layers thickness. The # Near Zero
systems exhibit outstanding quality as the non phase change (zero delay) of
the impinging wave [44] and due to the #e = 0 the system is lossless [45,
46]. Here, in Fig. 1.3, the calculation is reported of the #̃e f f using the EMT
developed in Matlab, by ourselves, for some metal-dielectric structures. We
consider a # Near Zero (and Pole) metamaterial constituted from Ag/Al2O3,
Au/ITO, Ag/ITO, and Ag/AZO just to name a few, ITO stands for Indium-
Tin-Oxide and AZO stands for Zincum-Oxide doped with the 2% in weight
of Al2O3. An #Near Zero and Pole metamaterials as shown in the figure
1.3, present both type of HMM Type I and Type II, in fact, #e to be zero the
#k and the #? have to cross passing from #k > 0 #? > 0 to #k < 0 #? > 0,
respectively, as is shown in the Figs. 1.3a,c,e . This kind of metamaterials give
the possibility to canalize light within[47]. The self canalization and the high
collimation effects represent two main aspects of this research dissertation
and they are largely explained and exploited in the following sections and in
the next Chapters.
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Dielectric

εNZP 
λ=401nm

εNZP 
λ=380nm

εNZP 
λ=400nm

εNZ 
λ=550nm

Ag/ITO 20/20nm

Ag/Al
2
O

3
 20/20nm

Au/Al
2
O

3
 10/30nm

Ag/AZO 20/20nm

a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

g) h)

FIGURE 1.3: Figures a,c,e,f) show the behavior of the real part of #k and
#? calculated using the EMT. In the insets for each figure is reported
the hyperbolic anisotropy sketch, the blurry blu area denotes the HMM
type 1 and the blur yellow area denotes the HMM type 2. The fig-
ures b,d,f,h) show the behavior of the related imaginary part of #k and
#? also calculated using the EMT. The analyzed # Near Zero and Pole
HMM are the following, from the top to the bottom, Ag/ITO 20/20 nm,
Ag/Al2O3 20/20 nm, Ag/AZO 20/20 nm and finally only an #NZ consti-

tuted by Au/Al2O3 10/30 nm.
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1.2 Plasmons at metal/ dielectric interface, in meta-
materials and optical nano-cavities

An important role in this research framework is covered by the Surface Plas-
mon Polaritons (SPPs), the Bulk Plasmons Polaritons (BPPs), and the Gap
Surface Plasmons (GSPs) that are generated in presence of a metal-dielectric
interface in #NZ(P) or general hyperbolic metamaterials [48]. Before explain-
ing what happens inside metamaterials it is important to spend few words to
better understand what is a plasmons and the difference that occurs between
SPPs, BPPs and GSPs. Firstly, it is important to introduce a polariton that is
an electromagnetic (EM) wave coupled to a polarization excitation in matter.
When this coupled excitation is bound to the interface between two media it
is called a surface polariton [49, 50]. A surface polariton is an evanescent elec-
tromagnetic wave that propagates along the interface and with an amplitude
decaying exponentially into the two media. Surface polaritons are named
surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) when one of the media is a metal and the
other a dielectric. SPPs are modes bound to and propagating along a metal-
dielectric interface consisting of transverse magnetic EM waves (electric field
oriented along the y-axis) that decay exponentially into both the metal and
dielectric media (Figure 1.4). The tangential field components (along the z-

FIGURE 1.4: Sketch of the field components of a SPP supported by a metal-
dielectric interface. The mode is transverse magnetic, exhibiting electric
field components normal to the interface (y � axis) and along the propaga-
tion direction (z � axis). The mode profile (blue) represents the magnitude
of the corresponding magnetic field, itself oriented along the x � axis, as a

function of y. Picture readapted with permission from [50]

axis) are continuous across the interface and correspond to the wavevector
Kz such that the SPP electric fields can be written as follows:

E(y > 0) =

0

@
0

Ed
y

E0
z

1

A ei(Ksppz�wt)e�y
p

K2
spp�#dk2

0 (1.4)
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E(y < 0) =

0

@
0

Em
y

E0
z

1

A ei(Ksppz�wt)e�y
p

K2
spp�#mk2

0 (1.5)

where E0
z and Ed(m)

y are the amplitudes of the electric field components in the
dielectric (metal) medium, #m and #d are the dielectric constants of the metal
and dielectric, respectively, K0 is the free-space light wavenumber (K0 =
w/c = 2p/l, where w is the angular frequency and l is the light wavelength
in free space) and the SPP propagation constant, KSPP = Kz, is governed by
the SPP dispersion relation, KSPP(w), yet to be determined. The SPP EM
waves are coupled to the free electrons of the metal surface and give rise to
collectively oscillating charge separations that correspond to the EM fields.
Since the electric field components should satisfy Coulomb’s law rE = 0,
transverse electric EM waves (electric field oriented along the x � axis) can-
not couple to the tangential electron oscillations along the z-axis at the metal
surface and form SPPs. The normal field components (along the y� axis) can
then be written in terms of the mutual tangential component:

Ed
y =

iKsppq
K2

SPP � #dK2
0

E0
z (1.6)

Em
y =

iKsppq
K2

SPP � #mK2
0

E0
z (1.7)

By using the boundary condition #dEd
x = #mEm

x , the SPP dispersion relation
can be found:

KSPP =
w

c

r
#m#d

#m + #d
(1.8)

where #m(w) and #d(w) denote the individual metal and dielectric material
dispersions respectively, and it is evident that KSPP(w) >> K0(w) for EM
waves of the same frequency propagating in the dielectric. The SPP propa-
gation constant relates to the effective refractive index of the SPP mode by
Ne f f = KSPPl/(2p), with the real and imaginary parts determining the SPP
wavelength, lSPP = 2p/Re {KSPP}, and the intensity-based propagation
length, LSPP = 1/Im {2KSPP}. The Fig. 1.5 shows the dispersion relation
for the plasmonic modes of the Ag layer, in fact the silver layer for the low
frequency, presents a SPP and for the other one it presents the bulk modes. It
is important to remark that when we have bulk modes they become guided
modes [51]. The most used dispersion relation for a simple metal-dielectric
system has been analyzed, metamaterials, as well known, are composed by
a stack of metal/dielectric layers with same or different thicknesses. On this
way, the dispersion relations take different forms if they are referred to the
HMM or structures that are made of metal- insulator- metal (MIM) layer se-
quences with the insulator thicker than the metal layers. In case of HMM or
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FIGURE 1.5: Dispersion relation calculated for a plasmon thin Ag layer ac-
cording with the KSPP relation (Eq. 1.12). cK/(#d)1/2 represents the light
line, wp is the plasma resonance and the wsp is the surface plasmon reso-

nance.

a stack of metal/insulator layer the dispersion relation is the following:

K0
BPP = K0

s
#m#d(td + tm))

td#m + tm#d
(1.9)

where td and tm are the dielectric and metal thickness of the involved layers.
This equation can also written considering the diffraction order produces by
the metamaterials or a superstructure (gratings, metagratings or for exam-
ple helices) placed above as studied and detailed in [52, 53], the equation
becomes:

Kn
BPP = K0

s

#d


l2

ptdtm

�
#d
#m

(1.10)

Optical nano-cavities like MIMs or MIMIs also present a very peculiar dis-
persion relation. In case of these systems, the dispersion relation plays a
fundamental role especially to comprehend the strong coupling interaction
between the multi-layered material and the impinging wave. Past studies
demonstrate that metal-insulator-metal (MIM) systems present anomalous
behavior for both polarizations (TE and TM) [50, 54–61]. MIMs present GSPs
for the s-pol (TE) and SPP for the p-pol (TM), they occur because the sys-
tem presents a dispersion relation that allows to guide and propagate plas-
mon polaritons inside the bulk dielectric cavity as a LSP (local surface plas-
mon) for the TE polarization and to propagate by exploiting the surface the
SPP produced from the TM polarization. Nevertheless, The MIMs present
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a peculiar optical behavior by selectively transmitting light in the UV-VIS-
NIR spectrum. This particular feature is achieved without using diffraction
gratings or other super-structures to couple in the impinging wavevector. In
presence of an optical cavity, confined modes satisfy the general Fabry-Perot
(FP) condition btcav = mp � f, where b is the complex wave-vector of the
lightwave propagating within the cavity, m identifies the given mode gener-
ated inside the cavity, f is the reflection dephase angle and tcav is the cavity
thickness. In this case, the FP relation, applied to a nano-cavitiy confined by
metal layers,[62] is modified as in the following bgsptcav = mp � f, where
bgsp is calculated by considering the dispersion relation of a general MIM
structure. The dispersion relation involving the wave vector b can be written
as:

tanh


adtcav
2

�
= � #dam

#mad
(1.11)

Here #m,d are the dielectric constants of the metal and dielectric materials,
respectively whereas tcav is the thickness of the insulator cavity and am,d =q

b2
gsp � #m,dk2

0. By solving the dispersion relation with the approximation

tanh(x) ⇡ 1� 2e2x, it is possible to find the following expression for bgsp [50,
54, 63]:

bgsp = bspp

s
1 � 4#d#m

#2
m � #2

d
exp(�a1tcav) (1.12)

with

a1 = a0

s

1 +
4#2

m
#2

m � #2
d

exp(�a0tcav) (1.13)

and
a0 =

q
b2

spp � #dk2
0 =

k0#dp
�#m � #d

(1.14)

The value of bspp is calculated as: Also in this case we can write the following
dispersion relation for the surface plasmon polaritons (equal to Eq. 1.12 ):

bspp = k0

r
#m#d

#m + #d
(1.15)

The presented dispersion relations cover a fundamental role in the next Chap-
ters and sections to calculate and evaluate the plasmonic behavior of the sys-
tems that will be addressed.

1.3 Subwavelength metamaterials for imaging and
super-lenses

As above mentioned and demonstrated by Sir. J. B. Pendry, with metamate-
rials is possible to realize subwavelength imaging and superlenses. In par-
ticular, because of the very large components of their permittivity tensors,
hyperbolic media showing nearly flat iso-frequency contours are beneficial
for transferring the near field of a point source. Indeed, if a point source is
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placed near a slab made from such a medium, the emitted evanescent waves
with arbitrarily large in-plane wave vectors can excite propagating modes
in the slab, which will transfer the near-field information to the opposite in-
terface of the slab. The realization of such a set-up using different types of
hyperbolic media has been suggested. One of the most promising applica-
tions of hyperbolic metamaterials is the hyper-lens. It permits the near field
of an object (either an emitter or a scatterer) to be transformed into a far-field
image, which can be processed by conventional optical devices. To explain
the operation principle of the hyper-lens, it is instructive to assume cylindri-
cal symmetry and to expand the electromagnetic field as a series of waves
with fixed angular momentum m. As the angular momentum conservation
law imposes the constant value of m = kqr, the wave vector kq should in-
crease as 1/r with decreasing radius. Thus, the vacuum dispersion relation
k2

r + k2
q = w2/c2ensures that kr will be imaginary for small radii, and hence

the mode will be evanescent. However, for a hyperbolic medium, the disper-
sion relation becomes:

k2
r

#q
�

k2
q

#r
=

⇣w

c

⌘2
(1.16)

This equation states that for any value of the tangential wave vector kq, the
component kr will be real; that is, modes with an arbitrarily large angular
momentum m will propagate for an arbitrary radius r. The conventional
hyper-lens is a hollow cylinder made from a hyperbolic medium (Fig. 1.2b).
Evanescent modes with high angular momenta are radiated by an object in-
side the cylinder, and they carry near-field information about the object. They
excite propagating modes inside the hyper-lens, which can be used to trans-
fer the near-field information to the far-field region of the outer radius of
the cylinder. The resolution Dres of such a device can be estimated using
Dres = (Rin/Rout)l, where Rin and Rout are the inner and outer radii of the
cylinder, respectively[32]. Modifications of the original hyper-lens designed
to enhance its imaging abilities have been investigated in several studies [64–
68]. Some prototypes of these super-lenses have been realized for THz radia-
tion, microwave and acoustic wave, in the visible visible range are exploited
to realized a lens able to detect a nanoscale object. The hyper-lens consists
of a curved stack of alternating Al2O3 and Ag layers that are 35 nm thick. To
create a subwavelength object, the word "ON" was inscribed on a 50 nm thick
chrome layer deposited on the inner surface of the hyper-lens. The object was
illuminated with a laser beam (central wavelength, 365 nm; linewidth, 10 nm).
The far-field image was focused onto the image plane by a conventional lens.
Using this experimental configuration, a subwavelength resolution of 130 nm
was achieved. Recently, an optical hyper-lens formed on a semispherical sub-
strate has been demonstrated [65]. The structure operates at a wavelength of
410 nm, and it permits two 100 nm diameter dots separated by a distance of
100 nm to be resolved. Hyper-lenses are described in more detail in a recent
review [69]. Hyperbolic Metamaterials should be use also to enhance the
spontaneous emission and the related Purcell Factor [70, 71].
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1.3.1 Collimation effect in eNear Zero and Pole metamateri-
als and Lens effect

As evidenced in the previous section, we highlight the possibility to exploit
this class of metamaterials for self light collimation and/or canalization through
the effective medium. As studied before by using the EMT evaluation and
reported in literature, we can explain how an eNear Zero (and Pole) metama-
terials is able to self-collimate the light through itself [17, 47, 72]. Light prop-
agation inside a HMM can be rigorously described by means of the dyadic
Green’s function [73]. Such an analysis leads to the conclusion that light emit-
ted in the direction of the extraordinary axis from a localized source placed
on the top of a HMM, propagates within the HMM as a so-called resonance
cone [74]. Such a concept is expressed where a 50% fill fraction Ag/ITO
HMM is excited with a vertically oriented point dipole at 750 nm, falling
in the hyperbolic region. The resonance cone is visible as two lobes prop-
agating through the HMM, separated by a semi-angle q. The propagation
in resonance-cones is the spatial counterpart of the hyperbolic dispersion oc-
curring in the iso-frequency contours of the dispersion relation. The aperture
q of the resonance cone can be calculated as follows [75]:

|q| =
r
�

#k
#?

(1.17)

If #̃k ! 0 or #̃? ! • or, even better, #̃k ! ^0#̃? ! •, then q ! 0 and
light is expected to propagate through the HMM as a well confined solitary
wave (soliton). Fig. 1.6a shows the value q as a function of the wavelength,
in a 50% fill fraction Ag/ITO HMM. Noticeably, at the eNZP wavelength
equal to 414 nm, q = 0. However, a simple eNZ condition as in the case
in which only #̃k ! 0 is not sufficient to reach this extreme collimation ef-
fect. Fig. 1.6b shows the norm of the electric field for a 50% fill fraction
Ag/ITO HMM. In this case, the electric field coming from a vertically ori-
ented dipole is collimated in a highly confined soliton, whose FWHM (Full
Width at Half Maximum) is about 50 nm. In Fig. 1.6c, the electric field norm of
an Ag/ITO 20/40 nm HMM at the eNZ wavelength of 494 nm is presented.
Clearly, even though for this latter HMM #̃k ! 0, no super-collimation ef-
fect is present. Indeed, for an eNZP HMM it is always verified that Kz = 0.
Therefore, light propagating inside the HMM in the eNZP regime experi-
ences ideally no phase change and traverses the HMM as its front and back
layer are in immediate contact. Obviously, losses present in the metal pre-
vent such ideal condition from occurring and attenuation is present. One
way of overcoming this drawback is compensating the losses by employing a
suitably dimensioned fluorophore as a dielectric[72]. The super-collimation
effect can be investigated by exciting the eNZP HMM with strongly local-
ized light sources. Fig. 1.6d shows the confocal analysis of the transmission
through a 50% fill fraction HMM made of Ag/ITO 20/20 nm five bilayers. In
this experiment, light coming from a pulsed laser was focused on top of the
HMM by means of a 100⇥ objective (0.75 NA) and collected via a 50⇥ objec-
tive (0.5 NA). No transmitted beam is detected when analyzing the sample
at 530 nm, in the type II region, confirming the highly reflective behavior of
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the HMM in this regime. Interestingly, even though it is known that shorter
wavelengths are focused in smaller diameters (thus usually allowing higher
resolutions), the FWHM of the transmitted beam at 355 nm (type I regime) is
much broader than the one measured at 414 nm, being the eNZP wavelength
for such HMM. This confirms the super-collimation effect occurring at the
eNZP wavelength[47]. Such an effect is much more pronounced as much the
excitation source approaches the periodicity of the HMM, ideally approxi-
mating the point dipole. An interesting possibility to approach such an ex-
perimental scenario is illuminating the #NZP HMM via Scanning Near field
Optical Microscopy (SNOM). Such a technique makes use of nano-metric hol-
low tips whose hole diameter is in the range of few tenths of nanometers (60
or 90 nm). In order to numerically simulate the typical NSOM excitation by
means of a Finite Element Method approach (COMSOL Multiphysics), it is
possible to excite the eNZP HMM from a nanometric slit placed at the top of
the HMM. Fig. 1.6e shows the case of the same HMM as before, illuminated
from a 40 nm slit (equal to the thickness of each bilayer that constitutes the
HMM) placed on the top of the HMM at 414 nm (eNZP wavelength). Clearly,
light propagates inside the HMM as a well-confined soliton, with a FWHM
comparable to the period of the HMM. Noticeably, as confirmed in the in-
set of Fig. 1.6e, a propagation length of the super-collimated beam of more
than 100 Rayleigh lengths is found. Now we want to introduce as a eNZ

a) b) c)

d) e)

FIGURE 1.6: a) Resonance cone calculation for the considered #NZP HMM.
b) Super-collimation at the #NZP wavelength and c) propagation through a
simple #NZ HMM d) Confocal analysis of the #NZP HMM. Light impinging
on the HMM at the eNZP wavelength shows a much smaller FWHM with
respect to a shorter wavelength in the type I regime. e) Super-collimation
through the HMM of light coming from a 40 nm width excitation slit. Prop-
agation in the HMM lasts for more than 100 Rayleigh lengths. Adapted from

Ref. [47]

HMM should be considered a high resolutive lens. The super-collimation ef-
fect explained above has the noticeable consequence of allowing extremely
high-resolution imaging. In 2003, Ramakrishna et al. described the mecha-
nism lying behind the super-resolution achievable in a similar system [76]. It
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is convenient to decompose the electromagnetic radiation scattered or emit-
ted in the x-y plane by a 2D object, into its spatial (kx and ky) and polarization
(s) Fourier components:

E(x, y, z, t) = Â
ky,ky,s

Es(kx, ky, kz)exp[i(kxx + kyy + kzz � wt)] (1.18)

Since kx, ky, and kz are complex quantities, a further decomposition in real
and imaginary components is possible. The real components describe the
coarse details of the image. They are associated with propagating waves and
constitute the low frequency content of the Fourier expansion. The finest
details are, instead, included in the evanescent components, constituting the
high-frequency content. The dependence on z of the amplitude of each Fourier
component makes the image distorted in the x-y plane while propagating
along z. Common dielectric lenses can account only for phase correction
in the low-frequency details so that the high-frequency component evanes-
cently decays, letting the nanometric high-frequency details to be lost. In or-
der to deal with the evanescent, high-frequency field component, plasmonic
materials are needed. Even a simple single layer of silver can be used to im-
prove the resolution in the near field [77]. However, the single slab plasmonic
lens results extremely sensitive to the absorption of the plasmonic layer. On
the other hand, light propagating in a multilayered ENZP HMM has the
special characteristic of evolving symmetrically in the metallic and dielec-
tric slabs, causing the generation of the super-collimated soliton. Equation
(1.5) reveals also that in an ENZP HMM, the component kz is always equal to
zero. Therefore, the phase-front of a wave propagating along the z-direction
in such a material experiences no changes. The xy high-frequency nanomet-
ric Fourier components of the electric field, scattered or radiated from a 2D
object placed at the top of the HMM, propagate as straight solitons within the
HMM, appearing unvaried at the exit. The great advantage of this effect is
that, in the limit of the near field, the resolution achievable in such a system
is no more related to the classic diffraction limit but, rather, is equal to [76],

D = 2p#m
2 (l)d (1.19)

being #m
2 the imaginary dielectric permittivity of the metal and d the thickness

of the single slab. As demonstrated from Caligiuri et all[17, 47], it is possible
to exploit the eNZP HMM as high-resolutive lens, they simulated and exper-
imentally shown how is possible to collect the imaging of three nanometric
objects placed on the top of this kind of structures. In particular, a monochro-
matic plane wave coming from an excitation slit of 500 nm, illuminates three
polymeric element (n=1.45) positioned firstly on the top of a simple glass
slab and then on the HMM, (the thickness of the glass slab is equal to whole
HMM). The three elements are polymeric rectangles (height = 100 nm and
width = 40 nm) separated by 40 nm from each other. They conducted the
analysis at two different wavelengths, one at 350 nm (type I range) and the
second one at 414 nm (super-collimation wavelength). Clearly, in the cases
of glass slab as well as in that of the HMM operating as HMM of type one,
no super-collimation occurred, and the light was spread. On the contrary,
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when the HMM is illuminated at its #NZP wavelength, the super-collimation
effect induces all the components of the image, coming from the three objects
placed on the top of the HMM, to be perfectly preserved and accessible at
the exit layer. It is worth noticing that, at the #NZP wavelength, the radiation
propagates within the HMM almost unvaried. In order to experimentally
demonstrate the possibility of reaching nanometric resolution with such sys-
tems, they proposed an experimental proof-of-concept of a real system. A
single ITO/Ag bilayer, with a fill fraction of 50%, was fabricated, in order to
collect a high transmissivity. The proposed experiment consists of a 1D grat-
ing realized with strips of 250 nm slit-width and periodicity of 500 nm, the
grating was used as the structure that they collected at the exit focal plane of
the HMM. A confocal analysis has been conducted illuminating at the same
wavelengths proposed in the simulations. Noticeably, even though in princi-
ple confocal imaging shows higher resolution when conducted with shorter
wavelength, they demonstrate that the grating is only visible when the ex-
periment is carried out at the #NZP wavelength (414 nm).

1.4 Conclusion
In summary, this first Chapter covers the role to introduce the main aspects
about the wide but extremely interesting word of metamaterials. It will serve
us like a handbook to well understand the interesting and intriguing fea-
tures of these kind of materials. It focuses the reader attention on the main
aspects of metamaterials, such as their characteristic iso-frequencies, the ef-
fective medium theory and the related way to evaluate it, and last but not the
least, the plasmonic dispersion relations that explain the phenomena arisen
at each metal/ dielectric interface. I would like to highlight how metamateri-
als that are a particular class of optical structures human-made, consisting of
a periodic arrangement of metallic and dielectric layers, allow breaking the
resolution limit imposed by classic optics. In order to exploit these features,
HMMs and optical nano-cavities can be designed to manifest the so-called
dielectric singularity, eNZ(P). Such an extreme propagation regime allows to
canalize the light inside the HMM or nano-cavities and reach a resolution
limited only by the periodicity of the metamaterial; it is possible to resume it
in the following sentence "the smaller the period, the higher the resolution".
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Chapter 2

Metamaterials Design and
Experimental Characterization

In this second Chapter, the main aspects about the ellipsometric spectroscopy
and the main numerical methods used to design, predict and study the op-
tical, photonic or plasmonic behavior of several kinds of metamaterials have
been addressed. We begin analyzing the Transfer Matrix Method and its im-
plementation in a versatile Matlab-based tool. Then, a next section will be
devoted to explain the implementation of an ellipsometric technique in a Fi-
nite Element Method (FEM) thus realizing a simple, yet robust, method able
to evaluate and predict, with a high level of accuracy, the optical proper-
ties of single and multi-layered nanostructures. The method has been vali-
dated by three case studies with increasing numerical complexity: (i) a sin-
gle thin layer (20 nm) of Ag deposited on a glass substrate; (ii) a metamate-
rial composed of five bi-layers of Ag/ITO (indium tin oxide), with a thick-
ness of 20 nm each; (iii) two asymmetric nano cavities (substrate/Ag/thick-
ITO/Ag/thin-ITO). A thorough study of this latter configuration reveals pe-
culiar metamaterial effects that can widen the actual scenario in nanopho-
tonic applications. Numerical results have been compared with experimental
data provided by real ellipsometric measurements performed on the above
mentioned ad hoc fabricated nanostructures. The obtained agreement is ex-
cellent, suggesting this method as a reliable research tool to design multi-
band metamaterials able to work in a broad spectral range. Then, numer-
ical and experimental results obtained in plasmonic Metal-Insulator nano-
cavities are reported. These latter systems are again composed by silver
as metal, and two different materials as insulator, namely indium tin oxide
(ITO) and zinc oxide (ZnO). The proposed nano-cavities exhibit extraordi-
nary optical effects as extraordinary transmission, zero reflection at resonant
wavelengths, and tunable color hue in dependence of the incident/viewing
angles for different incident polarizations. These phenomena are related to
the formation of surface plasmon polaritons and gap surface plasmons in the
nano-cavities whose presence is evidenced by a remarkable sigmoidal be-
havior of the pseudo dielectric function, with epsilon-near-zero singularities
in its real and imaginary parts. This function is directly calculated from the
measured ellipsometric parameters Y and D and allows probing, in a fast and
effective way, the existence of plasmonic modes. Moreover, the ellipsomet-
ric analysis of these systems also shows, in presence of these singularities, a
pronounced dephasing between p- and s- reflected beams that can lead to a
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Goos-Hänchen shift effect to be exploited for sensing applications. Thanks
to their unusual optical properties, the proposed nano-cavities open a wide
scenario of applications in fields like tunable color filters, optics, photonics,
physical security and sensing.

2.1 Ellipsometry
In this section the main concept of ellipsometry as a variable angle spectro-
scopic technique is introduced. This technique allows evaluating the optical
characteristics of a physical system composed of a single layer or more com-
plex multi-material system. Before describing principle and functioning of
an ellipsometer, it is convenient to shortly introduce the state of the art in
literature regarding the importance of this technique. It is remarkable what
a detailed insight can be acquired when performing spectroscopic ellipsom-
etry of thin films and bulk materials,[78–80] including monitoring of film
growth,[81] surface roughness,[82] detection of micro- and nano-structures
on a surface,[83–85] and determination of general optical material charac-
teristics [86–89]. The measured signal is the change in polarization as the
incident radiation (in a known polarization state) interacts with the material
structure of interest (reflected, absorbed, scattered, or transmitted). The po-
larization change is quantified by an amplitude ratio, Y, and a phase differ-
ence, D (defined below). Because the signal depends on the thickness as well
as the material properties, ellipsometry represents, in principle, a universal
tool for contact free determination of thickness and optical constants of films
of all kinds [90]. Upon analysing the change of polarization of light, ellipsom-
etry can yield information about layers that are thinner than the wavelength
of the probing light itself, even down to a single atomic layer. Ellipsometry
can probe the complex refractive index or dielectric function tensor, which
gives access to fundamental physical parameters like those listed above. The
technique is thus commonly used to characterize film thickness for single
layers or complex multilayer stacks ranging from a few angstroms or tenths
of a nanometer to several micrometers with excellent accuracy. Typically, el-
lipsometry is performed only in a reflection setup. The exact nature of the
polarization change is determined by the sample properties (thickness, com-
plex refractive index or dielectric function tensor). Although optical tech-
niques are inherently diffraction-limited, ellipsometry exploits phase infor-
mation (polarization state), and can achieve sub-nanometer resolution. In its
simplest form, the technique is applicable to thin films with thickness L less
than a nanometer to several micrometers. Most models assume the sample
as composed of a small number of discrete, well-defined layers that are op-
tically homogeneous and isotropic. Violation of these assumptions requires
more advanced variants of the technique (see below). Methods of immer-
sion or multiangular ellipsometry are applied to find the optical constants
of the material with rough sample surface or presence of inhomogeneous
media. New methodological approaches allow the use of reflection ellipsom-
etry to measure physical and technical characteristics of gradient elements,
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in case the surface layer of the optical detail is not homogeneous [91] Ellip-
sometry measures the complex reflectance ratio r of a system, which may
be parametrized by the amplitude component Y and the phase difference D.
The polarization state of the light incident on the sample may be decomposed
into an s and a p component (with the s and p components respectively oscil-
lating perpendicular and parallel to the plane of incidence). The amplitudes
of s and p components, after reflection and normalized to their initial value,
are denoted by rs and rp respectively (Fresnel coefficients). The angle of inci-
dence is typically chosen close to the Brewster angle of the sample to ensure
the maximum difference in rp and rs [92]. The Y and D parameters, measured
from ellipsometry, are defined from the ratio of the amplitude reflection co-
efficients rp over rs for p- and s-polarizations:

r =
rp

rs
= tan Y · eiD (2.1)

Thus, tan Y is the amplitude ratio upon reflection, and D is the phase shift
(difference). (Note that the right side of the equation is simply another way
to represent a complex number.) Since ellipsometry is measuring the ratio (or
difference) of two values (rather than their absolute value), it is very robust,
accurate, and reproducible. For instance, it is relatively insensitive to scatter-
ing and light fluctuations and requires no standard sample or reference beam.
Ellipsometry is an indirect method, i.e. in general the measured Y and D can-
not be converted directly into the optical constants of the sample. Normally,
a model analysis must be performed, see for example the Forouhi Bloomer
model - this is one weakness of ellipsometry. Models can be physically based
on energy transitions or simply free parameters used to fit the data. Entire
courses are taught in the modeling of the raw data. Direct inversion of Y
and D is only possible in very simple cases of isotropic, homogeneous and
infinitely thick films. In all other cases a layer model must be used, which
considers the optical constants (refractive index or dielectric function tensor)
and thickness parameters of all individual layers of the sample including the
correct layer sequence. Using an iterative procedure (least-squares minimiza-
tion), unknown optical constants and/or thickness parameters are varied.
The calculated ellipsometer angle values which match the experimental data
best provide the optical constants and thickness parameters of the sample.
Ellipsometry has a number of advantages compared to standard reflection
intensity measurements:

• Ellipsometry measures at least two parameters at each wavelength of
the spectrum. If generalized ellipsometry is applied, up to 16 parame-
ters can be measured for each wavelength.

• Ellipsometry measures an intensity ratio instead of pure intensities.
Therefore, ellipsometry is less affected by intensity instabilities of the
light source or atmospheric absorption.

• By using polarized light, normal ambient unpolarized stray light does
not significantly influence the measurement, no dark box is necessary.
No reference measurement is necessary.
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FIGURE 2.1: The sketch shows the real constitutive parts of an ellipsometer
and the electromagnetic wave composed from both polarizations. Figure

readapted from [93].

• Both real and imaginary part of the dielectric function (or complex
refractive index) can be extracted without the necessity to perform a
Kramers-Kronig analysis.

Ellipsometry is especially superior to reflectivity measurements when study-
ing anisotropic samples.

2.2 Transfer Matrix Method
The Transfer Matrix Method, also indicated as TMM, is a numerical method
used in optics to analyze the propagation of electromagnetic or waves through
a stratified medium [94]. This is for example relevant for the design of anti-
reflective coatings and dielectric mirrors. The reflection of light from a single
interface between two media is described by the Fresnel coefficient equa-
tions:

ts =
2n1cosq1

n1cosq1 + n2cosq2

rs =
n1cosq1 � n2cosq2
n1cosq1 + n2cosq2

tp =
2n1cosq1

n1cosq2 + n2cosq1

rp =
n1cosq2 � n2cosq1
n1cosq2 + n2cosq1

(2.2)

However, when multiple interfaces are present, the reflections themselves are
also partially transmitted and then partially reflected. Depending on the ex-
act path length, these reflections can interfere destructively or constructively.
The overall reflection of a layer structure is the sum of an infinite number
of reflections. The TMM is based on the fact that, according to Maxwell’s
equations, there are simple continuity conditions for the electric field across
boundaries from one medium to the next one. If the field is known at the
beginning of a layer, the field at the end of the layer can be derived from a
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simple matrix operation. A stack of layers can then be represented as a sys-
tem matrix, which is the product of the individual layer matrices. The final
step of the method involves converting the system matrix back into reflection
and transmission coefficients. Below is described how the transfer matrix is
applied to electromagnetic waves (for example light) of a given frequency
propagating through a stack of layers at normal incidence. This method can
be generalized to deal with incidence at an angle, absorbing media, and me-
dia with magnetic properties. We assume that the stack layers are normal
to the z, axis and that the field within one layer can be represented as the
superposition of a le f t� and right�traveling wave with wave number k,

E(z) = Ere(ikz) + Ele(�ikz) (2.3)

H(z) =
1
Zc

Ere(ikz) � 1
Zc

Ele(�ikz) (2.4)

Since there are two equations relating E and H to Er and El, these two
representations are equivalent. In the new representation, propagation over
a distance L into the positive z, direction is described by the unimodular
matrix: ✓

cos kL iZc sin kL
i

Zc
sin kL cos kL

◆
(2.5)

and ✓
E(z + L)
H(z + L)

◆
= M

✓
E(z)
H(z)

◆
(2.6)

Such a matrix can represent propagation through a layer if k is the wave
number in the medium and L the thickness of the layer: For a system with
N layers, each layer j has a transfer matrix Mj, where j increases towards
higher z values. The system transfer matrix is then Ms = MN.....M2 ⇤ M1
Typically, one would like to know the reflectance and transmittance of the
layer structure. If the layer stack starts at z = 0, then for negative z, the field
is described as EL(z) = E0eikLz + rE0e�ikLz, z < 0, where E0 is the ampli-
tude of the incoming wave, kL the wave number in the left medium, and r is
the amplitude reflectance coefficient of the layer structure. On the other side
of the layer structure, the field consists of a right-propagating transmitted
field ER(z) = tE0eikRz, z > L0, where t is the amplitude transmittance, kR
is the wave number in the rightmost medium, and L is the total thickness. If
HL = 1/ikZcdEL/dz and HR = 1/ikZcdER/dz, then we can solve

✓
E(zR)
H(zR)

◆
= M ·

✓
E(0)
H(0)

◆
(2.7)

in terms of the matrix elements Mmn of the system matrix Ms and obtain:

t = 2ikLe�ikRL


1
�M21 + kLkRM12 + i(kRM11 + kLM22)

�
(2.8)
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and
r =


(M21 + kLkRM12) + i(kLM22 � kRM11)
(�M21 + kLkRM12) + i(kLM22 + kRM11)

�
(2.9)

The transmittance and reflectance (i.e., the fractions of the incident intensity
|E0|2 transmitted and reflected by the layer) are often of more practical use
and are given by T = kR

kL
|t|2 and R = |r|2, respectively (at normal incidence).

Coding a TMM in Matlab
The TMM is an outstanding tool for the design of HMM and #NZ(P) meta-
materials. In the following, a way is presented to implement this physical
method in a numerical code that can be efficiently exploited to design meta-
materials. This method also represents a convenient tool in terms of comput-
ing resources to investigate in a fast way the optical response of a designed
system before its realization. Indeed, by using the commercial software Mat-
lab it is easy to implement a homebuilt code able to work as a TMM and
predict the optical behavior of multi-stack metamaterials or more complex
systems. The code begins with the input of a series of data like number of lay-
ers, incident angle, polarization of the electromagnetic wave (TE or TM) and
thickness of each layer. Then, it evaluates the transverse wave vectors, the
medium parameters and the system initializes the global scattering matrix.
This latter rules on the main reflectance and transmittance parameters repre-
sented by S11, S21, S12 and S22 . The S11 parameter quantifies how much of
the wave applied to the input Port 1 reflects from the same input Port 1. S21
quantifies how much of that same applied wave transmits through the de-
vice to the output Port 2. S12 quantifies how much of a wave applied to Port
2 will transmit through to Port 1. Finally, S22 quantifies how much of the
second applied wave reflects from Port 2. After that, a loop cycle starts and
for each layer (the iteration i) the parameters mentioned above, including
the scattering matrix are evaluated. Then again, each scattering matrix con-
tribute is updated to a global one and when the number of layer is exhausted
the loop cycle is completed. Finally the results obtained by the global scatter-
ing matrix is connected with the two layer that represents the external layer
(i.e. air and the substrate), the source and it’s polarization is calculated and
it leads to evaluate the transmitted and reflected fields by the Fresnel coef-
ficient within the transmittance and the reflectance. A block diagram of the
TMM Matlab-code functioning is reported in the Appendix B.

2.3 Numerical ellipsometer by using COMSOL Mul-
tiphysics

A Finite Element Method (FEM) analysis gives the possibility to solve, start-
ing from the partial differential equations (PDEs) governing the given sys-
tem, various physical conditions. For example, it is possible to simulate prob-
lems of elasticity and applied strains, thermal heating and thermal transport,
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fluid mechanics and chemical transport and, last but not least, problems re-
lated to the electromagnetic wave propagation and light-matter interactions
[95–97]. During my Ph.D course, my attention was devoted to develop sys-
tems able to predict several physical behaviors in an all-in-one simulation.
COMSOL Multiphysics represents a valid software tool to support this ap-
proach to scientific research. Before introducing how this tool is used in spe-
cific cases, it is convenient to start explaining how it works in the ellipsomet-
ric case[93]. Indeed, the proposed numerical ellipsometric analysis has been
performed by using the COMSOL Multiphysics platform, that gives the pos-
sibility to use a 2D or 3D environment. The 3D geometry built in COMSOL
is composed by a parallelepiped with a height of 3 · d, where d is the edge
length which is typically comparable with the minimum wavelength value,
in our case this is set to l = 400 nm. The choice of d is fundamental for
the optimal propagation of the lightwave inside the system preventing any
diffraction or boundary problems. The numerical setup of the NEA model is
sketched in Fig. 2.2a, with the three blocks representing the superstrate (air),
the substrate (glass) and the multi-layer system well in evidence. In COM-
SOL, sources or detectors of electromagnetic radiation are created by using
ports by which the radiation enters or exits the simulated system. In our
case, there is a port (Portin) on the top from where the radiation is emitted
and a port on the bottom (Portout) that behaves as a detector. There are sev-
eral kinds of ports: user defined, periodic, rectangular, circular, depending
on the particular requirement of the physical problem. In order to model our
system in the correct way, the xy plane is considered infinite. This choice can
be reproduced in COMSOL by using periodic ports. In our model, a periodic
port (representing the source) is placed on the top of the parallelepiped and
it is configured as "active port". A second port is placed on the bottom of our
geometry, representing the detector, and it is configured as "active-off port”.
Then, periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) are applied to the four faces of
the geometry, along x and y directions (Fig. 2.2b) paired two-by-two. The
PBCs ensure the above mentioned infinite conditions. An important role in
the numerical system is carried out by the mesh that discretizes the prob-
lem. COMSOL Multiphysics gives the opportunity to set it as controlled by
the physics, by selecting the option "physics-controlled the mesh" present in
"physics study". A "normal mesh" is automatically generated by the soft-
ware, depending on the minimal size present in the system, compared with
the incident wavelength (Fig. 2.2c). To analyze simultaneously TE and TM
polarized waves, the user has to add two "physics", belonging to the "Electro-
magnetic Waves, Frequency Domain" module (identified in the software as
"emw"). The two distinct "physics" are used to evaluate the two reflectances
Rp and Rs simultaneously, necessary to calculate the ellipsometric angles Y
and D. We recall that r is defined as r = erp/ers; erp and ers are the complex
Fresnel coefficients. Then, being r = tan(Y)eiD, Y = (arctan(rp/rs)), where
rp,s represent the real parts of the Fresnel coefficients (rp,s =

p
Rp,s), while

D is related to the imaginary part of r, D = [=(ln rp/rs) + p]. To obtain
quantities comparable to the experimental curves, the variables have to be
multiplied by 180/p to convert them from radians to degrees. During my
Ph.D path, I also used this FEM software to solve problems that involved
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FIGURE 2.2: a) The main structure of the NEA model, it is realized from
a parallelepiped divided in layers that constitute the superstrate, the layer
of materials and the substrate. b) A sketch of the mesh directly controlled
from the physics, the larger part are meshed with a normal weave while
for the small parts has been used a fine mesh weave. c)Here it is shown
the application direction of the periodic boundary condition from periodic
port. d, e) report the 2D and 3D electric and magnetic field vectors drawing
respectively. Figure readapted from the main paper and the supplementary

electronic information [93].

physical aspects as : plasmonics, thermo-plasmonics and active-plasmonics
(e.g. mechanical strain). In fact, it is possible to model a system where an
electromagnetic wave impinges on a sample that was stretched by applying
an external macro-stimulus (for example along the normal strain direction
N). Then, we can collect the extinction cross section (sext) as a function of the
applied stretching and finally, by using the same wavelength that reaches
the sext maximum, to study the thermal effects on a single nanoparticle, or
ordered array, or specific distributions of metallic nanoparticles [98–100]
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2.4 Numerical and experimental examples of spec-
troscopic ellipsometry

In order to validate the effectiveness of the NEA modeling, in this section nu-
merical predictions have been compared with both curves obtained by using
the Matlab TMM code and results of measurements performed on the corre-
sponding real samples. Several multi-layer systems have been designed, fab-
ricated and characterized by an experimental ellipsometric analysis. The first
and simplest system is a single Ag layer deposited on a glass substrate (20 nm
thickness). The following system is a hyperbolic metamaterial [101] made of
a stack of five alternated Ag/ITO bi-layers (ITO stands for Indium Tin Ox-
ide) with the single bilayer having a thickness of 40 nm (20/20). The third
system is characterized by a three-materials unit cell repeated three times.
The unit cell is made of Al2O3 doped Zinc Oxide (AZO), ITO and Ag. The
numerical task is particularly difficult because each of the three cells consti-
tuting the system has different thickness for each layer. The last and most
complex system comprises an asymmetric optical cavity, with nanoscale fea-
tures, also known as metal-insulator-metal (MIM).[102, 103] Starting from
the glass substrate, this is composed of an Ag layer covered by a thick ITO
slab, representing the dielectric cavity, and an Ag/thin-ITO bilayer on top.
All samples have been experimentally fabricated by exploiting a DC sputter-
ing technique. Then, for all cases the experimental reflectance, transmittance
and ellipsometric angles Y and D have been measured by means of a M-2000
ellipsometer (J.A. Woollam). Figures 2.3a and 2.3b respectively show the nu-
merical calculated and the directly measured reflectance and transmittance,
as well as the corresponding numerical curves provided by the NEA and
TMM simulations for the first case study. The reflectances, Rp and Rs curves,
are measured and calculated by considering an incident angle qi = 50�, while
the transmittance was measured and simulated at normal incidence. The
minimum value at about l = 350 nm in the reflectance curves (and the re-
lated maximum in the transmittance ones) is referred to the Ferrel-Berreman
mode for a silver nanometric layer.[104] The difference of about 20% between
the amplitude of experimental and simulated curves is due to the presence of
the glass substrate in the real sample, partially considered in the simulated
case. Indeed, in order to optimize the computational time, the size of the
glass in the simulation was decreased to 1200 nm instead of the real 1.1 mm.
The result is different only in absolute values but not in the general trend
of the curves. Apart from that, the agreement between measurements and
simulations is satisfactory. Figure 2.3c show the Y and D behavior, respec-
tively. The second test of our NEA model has been conducted on a hyper-
bolic metamaterial (HMM) that, by alternating lossy metal layers to dielec-
tric ones, acquires particular optical features. Thickness and composition of
the nanolayers can be opportunely designed in order to exploit unusual op-
tical properties in a desired spectral range. In fact, the particular design and
choice of sizes and constitutive materials leads to the epsilon-near-zero-and-
pole (#NZP) HMM [75, 105, 106], allowing extraordinary light confinement
properties. The proposed HMM system is sketched in the inset of Figure
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2.3d and is composed of five Ag/ITO bilayers t = 20 nm each one, charac-
terized by a fill fraction of 50%. Figures 2.3d and 2.3e show, respectively, the
numerical and experimental reflectances (Rp, Rs) and transmittance (T) cal-
culated by the NEA and TMM model together with the comparison between
experimental and numerical Y and D for the same sample (Figures 2.3f. Also
in this case, all measured quantities find an impressive agreement with the
numerical counterpart. Figures 2.3d-e report reflectance for both polariza-
tion s-pol and a p-pol wave, at l = 390 nm is well evident how the p-pol
wave is able to penetrate more efficiently through the HMM structure than
in the s-pol case, being transmitted by the medium in accordance with the
metamaterial prediction.[107–110] In the last considered case, we have simu-

a) b)

d) e) f)

c)

Glass
Ag

Glass
Ag

ITO

Simulation

Simulation

Experiment

Experiment

FIGURE 2.3: a-b) Rp reflectances at different angles of the incident light and
T transmittances at the normal incidence, calculated by the NEA and TMM
models and measured by ellipsometer for the single Ag layer. The inset
of a) shows the analyzed structure constituted by a single metal layer. c)
The experimental and numerical ellipsometer parameters Y and D for that
system. d-e) Rp reflectances at different angles of the incident light and T
transmittances at the normal incidence, calculated by the NEA and TMM
models and measured by ellipsometer for the HMM. The inset of d) shows
the analyzed structure constituted by five bilayers of Ag/ITO 20/20 nm. f)
The experimental and numerical ellipsometer parameters Y and D for the

HMM.

lated the optical behavior of an asymmetric multi-layer that does not respect
the typical metamaterial fill fraction condition. In fact, when one of the lay-
ers is much thicker than the other ones, a nanometric cavity behavior comes
in enabling confinement and re-direction of light. This kind of metamate-
rial opens a new challenge in obtaining nanometric devices with particular
optical features suitable for applications. In our case, two different systems
have been realized, able to work at one, two, three or more different wave-
lengths, depending on the thickness of the thick-dielectric layer, in this case
ITO. The first nanocavity (t1 = 230 nm) is able to confine two different work-
ing wavelengths, l = 390 nm and 550 nm, while the second one (t2 = 350 nm)
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shows a three wavelengths confinement (l = 410 nm, 520 nm and 750 nm).
We indicated these systems as two- and three-bands metamaterials (2BMM
and 3BMM, respectively) [93]. The two samples were fabricated by starting
with a 20nm Ag layer deposited on the glass substrate. Then, different thick-
ITO slabs (t1 and t2) were deposited. The light confinement is achieved by
putting on top of the thick-ITO slabs a final Ag/thin-ITO (20/20) bilayer of
40nm total thickness, obtaining the final 2BMM and 3BMM systems, respec-
tively. The two configurations present unique optical behaviors also verified
by the numerical model. The experimental analysis has been carried out as
a function of the incident angle (50�, 60� and 70�), under which the p-pol
reflectances have been measured (Figures 2.4c and 2.4d refer to the 2BMM
and the 3BMM, respectively). As the incident angle increases, a blue shift
of the reflectance dips is observed, due to the surface gap plasmons (gsp)
able to establish guiding modes in the ITO thick slabs with t1 (2BMM) and
t2 (3BMM) thicknesses. In presence of an optical cavity, confined modes sat-
isfy the general Fabry-Pérot (FP) condition btcav = mp � f, where b is the
complex wave-vector of the lightwave propagating within the cavity, m iden-
tifies the given mode generated inside the cavity, f is the reflection dephase
angle and tcav is the cavity thickness. In this case, the FP relation, applied to
a nano-cavitiy confined by metal layers,[62] is modified as in the following
bgsptcav = mp � f, where bgsp is the dispersion relation that we had treated
in Chapter 1 section 1.3.1. The obtained modes confirm the results shown in
Figure 2.4a: for m ⇠ 3, l = 390nm, while l = 550nm corresponds to the
mode m ⇠ 2. For the 3BMM (tcav = 350nm), the results derived from Figure
S2d are in agreement with those shown in the electric field maps of Figure
2.4b: m ⇠ 4 is related to l = 410nm, m ⇠ 3 to l = 520nm and m ⇠ 2
to l = 750 nm. These confined modes are depicted as black curves on the
electric field distribution maps reported in Figures 2.4a-b. A qualitative con-
firmation of this fact is given by the spectral position of the dips present in
the reflectance curves (Figures 2.4c-d) that correspond to the working wave-
lengths mentioned above, for the 2BMM and the 3BMM, respectively. The
curves reported in Figures 2.4e-2.4f highlight a value of transmitted light
overcoming, for the first system, 60% at l = 550 nm in case of both experi-
ment and simulation. The second cavity presents instead a larger difference
at l = 520 nm between experiment and simulation, even if the transmitted
signal still reaches a noticeable 50% value in the real case. We underline that,
in specific spectral windows, the presented systems show transmittance val-
ues proportionally much higher than in a single Ag layer (20nm). However,
it should be noted that, passing through a nano-cavity, light runs into two
metal layers (20nm each) and two (thick and thin) ITO slabs, correspond-
ing to hundreds of nanometers (Fig. 2.4a, blue squares). The surprisingly
high signal transmitted by these asymmetric nano-cavities thus evidences
their optical behavior as originating from an unusual effective medium. The
slight amplitude mismatch between experimental and numerical reflectance
dips and transmittance peaks observed in Figures 2.4d and 2.4f (3BMM) is
probably due to a collapse of the ITO slab in the Ag layer, causing an overall
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reduction of their effective thickness. The field maps and reflectance for s-
pol, as well as the comparison of Y and D between experiments and numer-
ical simulations, are reported in the ESI (Figure S3); the reflectance curves
are characterized by the same number of dips also for this "out-of-plane"
polarization. The trend of Y presents two or three sigmoidal features cor-
responding to the number and position of dips in reflectance for both polar-
izations (Rp and Rs). Same behavior is present in the phase-shift reported
in the D curves (Figures S3e and S3f). It is worth noting that the interesting

Rs_Exp
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e) f)
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g) h)
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tcav=230nm
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FIGURE 2.4: a-b) Rp reflectances at different angles of the incident light and
T transmittances at the normal incidence, measured and calculated by the
NEA and TMM models for the 2BMM. The inset of a) shows the analyzed
structure where the thickness of the dielectric layer placed between the two
metal varying its thickness. c) The experimental and numerical calculated
ellipsometer parameters Y and D for the 2BMM and d) the Rs measured
and numerically calculated. e-f) Rp reflectances at different angles of the
incident light and T transmittances at the normal incidence, measured and
calculated by the NEA and TMM models for the 3BMM. g) The experimental
and numerical calculated ellipsometer parameters Y and D for the 3BMM

and h) the Rs measured and numerically calculated.

simultaneous presence of dips in the p- and s-pol reflectance curves shown
by this MIM structure is independent from the impinging light polarization
direction. As such, these results can be exploited to realize sensors or pho-
tovoltaic cells able to work in a wide UV-VIS-NIR range.[111–117] On this
way, the 2BMM and 3BMM have been analyzed according with the relation
dispersions, already presented in the Chapter 1 section 1.3. In Figures 2.5a
and 2.5c the dispersion relations of the 2BMM and the 3BMM are reported,
respectively. By considering a general Fabry-Pérot condition, the modes al-
lowed by each cavity are evaluated and shown in Fig. 2.5b (2BMM) and 2.5d
(3BMM), showing also the permitted regions due to the dielectric light line
(k0nd, blue lines). In order to complete the numerical analysis of the 3BMM
structure, we performed a parametric study of reflectance and transmittance
of the system as a function of wavelength (li) and incidence angle (qi) of
the incoming EM wave in the visible range. The resulting reflectance map,
shown in Figure 2.6a, reveals the coupling between the impinging light and
the 3BMM, evidenced by the three permitted wavelength bands for incident
angles ranging between 0� and 85�. Position and number of these bands,
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FIGURE 2.5: Plots of the dispersion relations of the a) 2BMM and c) the
3BMM. b-d) Modal analysis for the two systems (orange curves), with the
permitted region delimited by the dielectric light line (blue curve). Figure

readapted from reference [93]

as already explained, are strongly related to the thickness of the cavity. For
instance, if the thickness is reduced to about 200 � 300 nm, the dip located
around l = 750 nm disappears, as shown by the 2BMM (Figure 2.4a); for a
thickness of about 400nm the wavelength of the same dip is instead shifted
around l = 800 nm. By keeping fixed the cavity thickness, the spectral posi-
tion of the reflectance dips can also be influenced by the presence of a mate-
rial on top of the 3BMM surface. This suggests the utilization of this system
as a sensor for refractive index variations. In order to verify this possibility
and carry out a further performance check of the developed tool, we nu-
merically designed another 3BMM structure with 10 nm of AZO placed on
its top surface. For the test, the more sensitive confined mode (m ⇠ 2 at
l = 750 nm) has been selected. The Brewster angle is calculated by the NEA
model as reported in Figure 2.6b for both polarizations. By impinging at
the Brewster angle (60�, white dashed line in Figure 2.6a) and p-polarized
light on the structure, the reflectance curve obtained in presence of the AZO
coating (dashed-dot red line in Figure 2.6c) shows a well evident redshift of
about 10nm with respect to the curve without coating (black solid line in Fig-
ure 2.6c). As a final remark, the exploitation of a generic N-BMM structure
for applications presents many benefits: i) position and amplitude (depth) of
the transmittance (reflectance) are directly correlated to the thickness of the
ITO slab; ii) these transmittance peaks (reflectance dips) have been obtained
without the presence of 3D structures on the material surface to couple the
impinging light in; iii) the system is independent from the impinging light
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polarization; iv) the fast and cost-effective fabrication process used to realize
the structures.
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FIGURE 2.6: a)Reflectance map calculated by varying the incident wave-
length li and angle qi. The dashed white line drawn on the field map in-
dicates the position of the Brewster angle for this structure that has been
used as the incident angle in the numerical simulations whose results are
reported in the graph. b) The evaluation of the Brewster angle for p- and
s-polarization at l = 750 nm. c) Rp reflectances calculated for the sensor re-
alized by using the 3BMM with and without an AZO coating layer of 10 nm

on its top surface (solid black and dashed-dot red lines, respectively).

2.5 Color gamut a macroscopic effects of plasmonic
modes inside optical nano-cavities

After this introduction and demonstration about the numerical models used
to predict metamaterials behavior, it is easy to comprehend how the NEA
tool is precise and useful to numerically predict the behavior of whatever
designed structure. Before explaining the roadmap that guides to the macro-
scopic effect arising from nano-cavity metamaterials, we briefly introduce
the actual state of the art about these systems summarizing what has already
been explained for multi-layered metamaterial behaviors. This is needed in
order to understand what happens in these peculiar and interesting systems.
As mentioned above, a great deal of scientific interest is aimed to systems
as MIM, MIMI due to the anisotropic permittivity that classifies these meta-
materials as #NZ [47, 101, 118]. As described in the previous section, when
the inner dielectric layer is thicker (hundreds of nanometers) than the metal
ones (tens of nanometers), the system behaves as an optical nano-cavity. Such
systems allow efficient concentration and confinement of electromagnetic en-
ergy, making them suitable for numerous implementations in light emission
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and detection [119], photovoltaics [120–122], Bragg reflection [123, 124], plas-
monic devices [103, 125], for optics and related applications [124, 126, 127],
telecommunications [125, 128], and many others [102, 129, 130]. Under a
physical point of view, when metal/ insulator and insulator/ metal inter-
faces are close to each other, the dispersion curve of the single interface splits
into high and low energy modes [131]. This gives the possibility to excite
surface plasmons by a free space wave without requirement of momentum
matching, but simply by perpendicularly impinging to the bare metallic end-
face of the MIM [132]. At the interfaces of the MIM, spontaneous surface
plasmon polaritons (SPPs) arise, whose electric field overlaps within the in-
sulator layer. However, due to the matching of the field symmetry, only the
low energy mode is excited in the MIM system (using a p-polarized electro-
magnetic wave). In case of a MIMI system, it is instead possible to excite both
low and high (guided) energy modes, respectively with p- and s-polarized
light. [133–135]. In presence of the hybridization of the SPPs, excited at the
two metal interfaces and decayed in the thick dielectric layer, it has been
numerically and experimentally demonstrated the formation of gap surface
plasmons (GSPs) related to high energy modes[58, 131, 136–138]. Although
several studies of GSPs are reported in literature, the fabrication of nano-
metric gaps with high reproducibility is still not trivial. Here we show how
the spontaneous propagation of Gap Surface Plasmons (GSPs) and Surface
Plasmon Polaritons (SPPs) in metal/ insulator/metal/insulator system lead
to the variation of reflected and transmitted colors [139]. These studies start
considering all aspects involved in these optical nano-cavities, firstly we have
to investigate the main theoretical aspect related to the systems and then the
experimental ellipsometry that lead to a new fast and effective way to de-
termine if the structures are able to generate GSP and SPP. According with
our recent studies and the numerical tools presented above we studied the
modes inside the system when the metal layer is fixed and the dielectric layer
changes its thickness. This study produces a map where the dielectric thick-
ness versus the wavelength shows maximum and minimum in reflectance or
transmittance for a fixed angle. Once, the map is collected we can proceed
to study the modal analysis as presented in the Chapter 1 section 1.3.1, this
analysis leads us to be sure that the mode inside the cavity is just the first the
0th order. In order to investigate the single mode propagation, we evaluate
using the NEA tool a reflectance (or transmittance) map for an incident an-
gle of 50�. The maps reported in the figure below show for a small dielectric
thickness a single mode confined between the two metal walls, then when
it increases the modes m confined inside the nano-cavity due to the Fabry-
Pérot behavior pass from m = 1 to m = 4 in the visible spectrum. Figure
2.7a shows the modes for a MIMI composed as Ag/ITO/Ag/ITO and we
studied the coloring effects for two different thickness of the dielectric gap.
The first one is studied to have a reflectance dip in the blu and the second in
the green, this consideration lead us to choose the dielectric gap thickness of
65 nm and 85 nm respectively. The other considered case is a MIMI composed
by Ag/ZnO/Ag/ZnO due to the relevant use of this dielectric in the nano-
science. ZnO is largely used in nano-science thanks to its excellent features
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in photovoltaics [140, 141], extreme non linearity applications as second har-
monic generation [142, 143] and photocatalysis [144, 145] just to name a few.
Figure 2.7b shows the reflectance map for a single mode in a cavity made by
ZnO at a resonant wavelength of l = 532 nm. In order to establish which
kind of metamaterials has been realized, an EMT analysis for a cavity system
shows that these systems are #NZ metamaterials across the wavelength of
the single mode showing also two spectral region where the cavity presents
a type I hyperbolic behavior before the cross point and a type II after that. For
the three considered cavities the EMT analysis is reported in Figure 2.7d-f. In
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FIGURE 2.7: Calculated reflectance, using NEA analysis, at incident angle
of 50� varying the dielectric layer between the metals ones. The vertical
dashed lines indicate the resonant wavelengths. a) For the MIMI made by
ITO it has been evaluated the case with a thickness of t = 65 nm and b)for
ITO t = 85 nm, c) for ZnO t = 83 nm. The dashed white lines represent for
each case the desired single mode at one specific wavelength. d-f) The EMT
analysis for the three cavities made by ITO and ZnO respectively have been

reported.

order to confirm the plasmonic behavior of these cavities and the presence
of a plasmonic mode at the selected wavelength for each cases the disper-
sion relation have been calculated and displayed in In Figure 2.8 a-b for the
ITO cavity t = 65 nm and t = 85 nm respectively, and c) for the ZnO one
t = 83 nm. As a confirmation of that we evaluated the modal analysis using
the already calculated dispersion relation and this study displays a perfect
match between the integer mode m = 1 at the resonant wavelength. In Fig-
ure 2.8d-f are reported the evaluated modal analysis for the three considered
cases.
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FIGURE 2.8: Calculated dispersion relation according with the Fabry-Pérot
condition for a MIMI cavity composed by a) ITO t = 65 nm, b) ITO t =
85 nm and c) ZnO t = 83 nm. The related mode analysis (d-f) for the three
considered MIMI cavities. The vertical dashed lines indicate the resonant
wavelengths. The insets show the related mode profile evaluated for each

structure by using COMSOL Multiphisycs.

2.6 Pseudo dielectric function < #̃ > in MIMI cav-
ity: an effective way to recognize the plasmonic
resonances

The ellipsometric characterization of the proposed systems reveals very in-
teresting optical features such as extraordinary transmittance (Tp(s))[146] and
0% reflectance (Rp(s)) for both exciting polarizations (p and s). As demon-
strated in the following, these phenomena are related to the formation of
SPPs and GSPs whose presence is evidenced by a remarkable sigmoidal be-
havior of the pseudo dielectric function, with singularities in its real and
imaginary parts. The pseudo dielectric function is calculated as < #̃ >=<
#1 > �i < #2 >= sin2qinc[1� tan2qinc((1� r)/(1+ r))2][88, 147, 148], where
qinc is the incident angle of the probe light whereas r = tan(Y)e�iD. Due to
the presence of r in the expression of < #̃ >, this is directly related to the
measured Y and D, and so to the R and T by the Fresnel coefficients. The
self-momentum matching propagation of plasmonic modes in the fabricated
nano-cavities is observed at naked eye through the appearance of bright col-
ors whose hue varies by changing incident light and viewing angles[149–
152]. As demonstrated in recent studies, this color hue variation is mainly
due to the modes stored inside the cavity [153], or to the presence of meta-
gratings inside the dielectric layer [154], while the absorption at one specific
wavelength arises from the specific resonant mode [155]. Although several
studies of GSPs are reported in literature, the fabrication of nanometric gaps
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with high reproducibility is still not trivial. Finally, the ellispometric anal-
isys of these systems also shows a pronounced de-phasing between p- and
s- reflected beams that can lead to a Goos-Hänchen shift effect[156–158]. In-
deed, this phase shift results in a lateral spatial shift between the two re-
flected beams with perpendicular polarizations. The counterpart of this ef-
fect for circular and elliptical polarization is the Imbert-Fedorov effect[159].
As demonstrated in previous works[160, 161], the phase shift appears when
resonant modes are induced within an optical dielectric cavity, as in the pro-
posed systems. Thanks to these effects, the proposed systems can be in-
volved in a wide scenario of research topics such as nano-photonics appli-
cations[157], sensitive detection of biological molecules [162–164], or for the
phenomenological study of the lateral reflection for both polarizations[165].
The numerical design and the experimental investigation evidenced a sub-
stantial difference between a classical MIM and a MIMI systems configura-
tion. The latter, in fact, presents a pronounced sigmoidal shape in Y and D
behavior, enabling the study of the plasmonic excitation effects and the de-
phasing that can induce the Goos-Hänchen shift. The comparison between
numerical reflectances of both polarizations, Y and D, for a MIM and MIMI
systems is shown in Figure S3. The first one is made by 20 nm of silver, 65 nm
of ITO between the two metals while for the MIMI another ITO layer of 20 nm
is deposited on the last one of silver. The first realized MIMI (A) (made by
Ag/ITO/Ag/ITO layers) is composed of ITO layers of thickness t1 = 65 nm
and t2 = 20 nm, respectively (see inset of Figure 2.9a). The experimental mea-
surements show transmittance values around 50% for normal incidence close
to the resonance wavelength of l = 500 nm (dark blue line with symbols), see
Figure 2.9a. On the other hand, the reflectance (p-polarization) at 50�, 60� and
70� is almost zero around the resonance wavelength. This leads to the partic-
ular feature observed for the Y and D parameters (Figure 2.9b-c). In fact, Y
and D present a drastic jump with a significant sigmoidal shape centered at
l = 480 nm, enhanced for this particular MIMI at 70� (see Figure 2.9b-c, blue
curves). The Y and D parameters highlight the presence of a plasmonic exci-
tation for high and low energy modes at the resonant wavelength, especially
when the system is excited with an incident angle of 70�. In the second MIMI
(B) system, the first ITO layer is increased to t1 = 85 nm (see inset of Figure
2.9d) while the thickness of the other layer remains unchanged. The increase
of the first ITO layer of only 20 nm leads to the shift in the resonant wave-
lengths of 50 nm, where the main transmitted peak is now at l = 550 nm,
with a value of almost 50%. The reflectance dips (p-polarization) at 50�, 60�
and 70� are almost zero around the resonance wavelength (l = 532 nm, see
Figure 2.9d). The parameters Y and D for this system presenting a thicker
ITO layer exhibit the same behaviors of the previous case (see Figs. 2.9e-f),
but less pronounced. This feature can be exploited in future applications re-
lated, for example, to the Goos-Hänchen shift [163, 164]. This comparison
highlights the possibility to easily modify the resonant wavelengths without
affecting the performance of the system. In order to identify in a quantita-
tive way the colors related to the experimental curves, a in-house developed
Matlab script has been written to calculate and plot the colors related to the
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experimental curves on a CIE chromaticity xy-coordinates map [166]. The re-
flectance curves collected at different angles (50� � 70�) are directly identified
by some hues of violet (the white dot close to R50-R60-R70) and the transmit-
tance at 0 angle of incidence gives a blur white indicated on the map with T0.
For a complete understanding of the color variation as a function of the reso-
nant wavelengths, numerical transmittance and reflectance values have also
been calculated for various incident angles and evidenced by squares on the
Gamut plot as shown in Figures 2.9g-h. In case of numerical transmittances,
the incidence angles vary from 0� to 80� and are indicated by red squares
labelled as T0 to T80. The CIE chromaticity xy-coordinate maps have been
evaluated for both ITO-based MIMI starting from the experimental curves.
In Figure 2.9g it is evidenced, for the MIMI (A), that transmitted (T0) light
is a kind of blue while the reflected colors appear quite yellow at different
angle from 50� to 70� (R50-R60-R70). For the MIMI (B), see Figure 2.9h, the
light that passes through is green (T0) while the reflections are purple (R50-
R60-R70). A further confirmation about the behavior of these two systems
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FIGURE 2.9: a) Reflectances (p-pol) and transmittance at different inci-
dent angles for the MIMI (A) (Ag/ITO/Ag/ITO)composed of ITO layer
t1 = 65 nm, the inset reports a schematic view of the whole fabricated sys-
tem with the related thickness of each layer. b,c) Y and D for MIMI (A) with
ITO layer t1 = 65 nm . d) Reflectances (p-pol), and transmittance at different
incident angles for the MIMI (B) composed of the ITO layer with t1 = 85 nm,
the inset shows the whole fabricated system with the new layers thickness.
d,e) Y and D for the MIMI (B) with ITO layer t1 = 85 nm. g-h) The CIE
chromaticity xy coordinate plots with the corresponding points for the mea-
sured transmittance at 0� (T0) and reflectance at different angles from 50� to
70� (R50 � R60 � R70) for the two ITO-based MIMI. The red and blue squares
indicate the points related to numerical transmittances and reflectances, re-

spectively. Figure readapted from reference [139].
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ITO-based is given by the zero reflection in the s polarization at the resonant
wavelengths see Figure 2.10 a and d. In order to support the experimental
results, the two reflectances (p- and s-pol), transmittance, as well as Y and
D, have been numerically evaluated and reported in Figure 2.10b-c and e-f
for the MIMI (A) and MIMI (B). A further investigation, performed using
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FIGURE 2.10: a) Reflectance (s-pol) at different incident angles for the sys-
tem made by the ITO slab of 65 nm. b,c) Numerical results for reflectances
(p and s-pol) and transmittance, Y and D. d)Reflectance (s-pol) at different
incident angles for the system made by the ITO slab of 85 nm. e,f) Numerical

results for reflectances (p and s-pol) and transmittance, Y and D.

COMSOL Multiphysics, concerns the study of the interaction of the electro-
magnetic field (E) with the entire system, that is at the base of the formation
of the coupled plasmons. Figure 2.11 shows the electric field maps, at res-
onance (l = 480 nm) and out of resonance (l = 700 nm), for the MIMI (A)
for an incidence angle q = 50�. In particular, it is possible to observe that
most part of the electric field at the resonance is confined in the dielectric
layer of the nano-cavity, exhibiting a single (high or low energy) mode, while
the remaining part passes through the system, see Figures 2.11a-c. In fact,
as highlighted in the first section, a p-pol incident wave induces the forma-
tion of the main low energy mode from the SPPs hybridization, that decays
inside the dielectric cavity, while the s-pol wave excites a high energy mode
(GSP). On the contrary, the out of resonance condition causes the total re-
flection of the electromagnetic field, with no interaction with the ITO cavity
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layer (see Figures 2.11b-d). The electric field maps related to the MIMI (B)
at the resonant wavelength (l = 532 nm) are illustrated in Figures 2.11e-g
and out of resonance (l = 700 nm) in Figures 2.11f-h. In order to investi-
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FIGURE 2.11: Electric field maps for the MIMI(A) composed of
Ag/ITO/Ag/ITO with thicknesses of 20/65/20/20 nm respectively eval-
uated at an incidence angle of 50�. a , c) at the resonant wavelength of
l = 480 nm for p- and s-polarization where the resonant mode inside
the ITO nano-cavity is shown. b, d) Out of resonance at l = 700 nm
for both polarizations. Electric field maps for the MIMI(B) composed of
Ag/ITO/Ag/ITO with thicknesses of 20/85/20/20 nm respectively eval-
uated at an incidence angle of 50�. g , h) at the resonant wavelength of
l = 532 nm for p- and s-polarization where the resonant mode inside the
ITO nano-cavity is shown. f, h) Out of resonance at l = 700 nm for both

polarizations. Figure readapted from references [139].

gate how the plasmonic coupling is strongly related to the color change as
a function of the incident/viewing angles, experimental measurements of
the real and imaginary part of the pseudo dielectric function are reported.
These quantities are identified in the following as < #1 > and < #2 >.
Figure 2.12a reports the pictures of the MIMI (A) showing different colors
as a function of incident/viewing angle, how it is observed in bottom and
upper-right frames. At small angles, instead, the system lets a blue color
pass through it, while the reflected light appears gold (upper-left frame of
Figure 2.12a). The dashed white line indicates the real MIMI sample. As a
consequence of the behavior of Y and D, the shape of the pseudo dielectric
function, especially in its imaginary part < #2 >, shows an abrupt change
in proximity to the resonance wavelength. The intrinsic formation of GSPs
(high energy modes) and SPPs (low energy modes) inside the cavities pro-
duces a sign change in the < #2 >. In fact, it becomes negative when the
dispersion curve matches the GSP and positive for the losses generated by
the SPP. This unexpected change at the resonant wavelengths can be used
to recognize, in a fast and effective way, the presence and spectral position
of plasmon modes into the whole system. The < #2 > graph for the MIMI
(A) presents the abrupt change at the resonant wavelength (l = 480 nm) for
incident angle of 60�, while the other excited mode (with very low value) is
observed around the Ferrel-Berreman mode of silver (l = 327 nm)[104], see
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Figure 2.12b. In case of the MIMI (B), the observed colors are different, pass-
ing from green to purple, as illustrated in bottom and upper-right frames
of Figure 2.12c. At small angles, the system now allows seeing through it
with a green colored shadow whereas the reflected light is purple (upper-left
frame of Figure 2.12c). These features are related to the increased thickness
of the cavity layer and thus to the different resonant wavelength. The exper-
imental < #2 > curve, reported in Figure 2.12d, confirms the position of the
resonant wavelengths that cause the system coloring, around l = 532 nm
for an incident angle of 70�, whereas a moderate second excited mode is ob-
served at l = 380 nm. The Ferrel-Berreman mode is still present. In order

b)

d)c)

a)

FIGURE 2.12: a) The four pictures are referred to the MIMI (A). The color
of the MIMI passes from blue to gold when observed in transmission or in
reflection, respectively. b) The graph reports the < #2 > at three different in-
cident angles while the inset depicts the < #1 >.c) The pictures are referred
to the MIMI (B). The nano-cavity color passes from green to purple when
it is observed in transmission or in reflection, respectively. d) The graph
shows the < #2 > at three different incident angles, while the inset shows

the < #1 > behavior. Figure readapted from reference [139].

to enhance the performance of the plasmonic MIMI nano-cavities, ZnO has
been used as insulator element instead of ITO. ZnO is largely used in nano-
science thanks to its excellent features in photovoltaics [140, 141], extreme
non linearity applications as second harmonic generation [142, 143] and pho-
tocatalysis [144, 145] just to name a few. The nano-cavity is now composed
of Ag(20 nm)/ZnO(83 nm)/ Ag(20 nm)/ZnO(20 nm), see the inset of Figure
2.13b. The proposed MIMI presents the same optical properties of the previ-
ous one: experimentally measured transmittance at normal incidence reach-
ing 55% at the resonant wavelength (l = 530 nm), and 0% reflectance around
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l = 520 nm (Figure 2.13a). As for the systems with ITO, GSPs and SPPs arise
inside the ZnO MIMI when an s-polarized wave is reflected from the surface,
Rs presenting a value close to 0% at the resonance wavelength (l = 530 nm),
see Figure S6a. These features (Rp and Rs ⇠ 0%) are associated to a sharp
Y and D behavior close to the same wavelength (Figure 2.13b-c), paving the
way to exploit the enhanced Goos-Hänchen shift for sensing applications.
As done for the previous cases, the CIE chromaticity xy-coordinates have
been calculated and reported in Figure 2.13d. The ZnO-based MIMI presents
purple-pink color hues for the reflectances indicated with the white dots on
the plot R50 � R60 � R70, while the transmittance related point T0 identifies
a green component. The numerical transmittances and reflectances at differ-
ent incident angles have been calculated and the related points reported in
the CIE chromaticity xy-coordinate maps with red and blue squares, respec-
tively. This nano-cavity, due to the prominent behavior of Y and D at each
incident angles, presents a remarkable angle-dependent color change, pass-
ing from green to shades of purple. In comparison to the ITO-based systems,
one resonance allows transmitting the green hue of light, producing instead
a purple reflection, as visible in Figure 2.13e. This ZnO-based system works
better as filtering component at the resonant wavelength due to the less in-
fluence of the Ferrel-Berreman mode. In this system, the pseudo < #2 > is
about one order of magnitude larger than for the ITO-based MIMIs, reaching
absolute values of about 500 around l = 530 nm, and for an incident angle
of 50� (Figure 2.13f). It is remarkable that at an incident angle of 60� and
70�, the sign change in < #2 > is still present with values comparable to the
ITO-based system. This noticeably high singularity can be used to identify
the presence of plasmonic modes inside the #NZ nano-cavity.

Due to their self-momentum matching, the proposed MIMI systems allow
realizing sub-wavelength plasmonic cavities. They can be exploited for fu-
ture applications as sensors, especially considering the giant enhanced Goos-
Hänchen shift that can be reached and its effects [164, 167, 168], as well as for
photovoltaics layers, plasmonic color filtering for CMOS sensors [169], plas-
monics for multiple uses [170], active nano-optics [171–175]. The strong Y
or D optical responses (as well as the sharp pseudo dielectric function) could
be exploited also as physical unclonable functions, used as fingerprints in
anti-counterfeiting applications. [176–178].
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FIGURE 2.13: a) Reflectances (p-pol), and transmittance at different incident
angles for the MIMI (Ag(20 nm)/ ZnO(83 nm)/ Ag(20 nm)/ ZnO(20 nm)).
b,c) Y and D curves for the fabricated nano-cavity, the inset reports a
schematic view of the MIMI with the related thickness of each layer. d) The
CIE chromaticity xy coordinate plots with the corresponding points for the
measured transmittance at 0� ( red dot T0) and for the reflectance at different
angles from 50� to 70� ( blue dots R50 � R60 � R70). The red and blue squares
indicate the points related to numerical transmittances and reflectances, re-
spectively. e) Pictures referred to Ag/ZnO/Ag/ZnO system taken at differ-
ent incident/view angles. f) < #2 > at three different incident angles, while
the inset shows the < #1 > curves. Figure readapted from reference [139].

2.7 Conclusion
In conclusion of this Chapter, I would like to remark that most of the ob-
tained results were possible because of the reliability of the numerical pre-
dictions obtained by exploiting the NEA numerical tool developed by my-
self and my coworkers. In fact, a comprehensive optical analysis of different
nanoscale structures has been presented. As a crucial test-bed of the tool, op-
tical features as reflectance, transmittance, as well as the ellipsometric angles
Y and D have been calculated in presence of systems with increasing struc-
tural complexity, from single metal layers to asymmetric multi-layers behav-
ing as optical nano-cavities for light. The latter configuration shows a pe-
culiar metamaterial behavior originating from its unusual effective medium
properties, that can be efficiently exploited in sensors applications. Indeed,
in specific spectral windows, the asymmetric multi-layer with a full thickness
of hundreds of nanometers shows a hyper transmission of light with respect
to a single 20 nm-thick Ag layer. The resulting comprehensive analysis of
considered nanoscale systems has shown an excellent agreement between
numerical and experimental curves. This confirms the effectiveness of the
tool as a significant instrument for nanotechnology design and fundamental
research in nano-science. Then, by exploiting this same numerical tool, I fab-
ricated different samples with very interesting optical features such as: color
gamut, zero reflectance, extraordinary transmittance, sigmoidal behavior of
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the parameters Y and D, and peculiar singularities in the real and imaginary
part of the pseudo dielectric function, < #1 > and < #2 >, at the resonant
wavelengths. These noticeably high singularities permit to identify the pres-
ence of plasmonic modes inside the #NZ nano-cavities. Due to its double
metal-insulator interface, the MIMI configuration, exhibits high (GSP) and
low (SPP) energy modes which can be excited in free space without momen-
tum matching. Hence, all the optical properties of the the proposed MIMI
nano-cavities allow using them as sensors due to the remarkable dephasing
that paves the way to exploit an enhanced Goos-Hänchen shift. Further-
more, the spontaneous color enabling behavior provided by the propagation
of plasmonic modes in these nanocavities represents a promising possibility
for filtering, physical unclonable functions and photonics applications.
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Chapter 3

The MIMI device prototype for the
Hyper Resolution in two photon
direct laser writing (TP-DLW)
process

In this Chapter, I am going to highlight how the main aspects detailed in
the previous chapters play a fundamental role to fabricate structures with
nanoscale features by exploiting a two-photon direct laser writing (TP-DLW)
lithography process enhanced to hyper resolution capability by an #NZ meta-
material substrate. The metamaterials detailed in the previous Chapter (MIMIs)
represent an open challenge in the applied nano-material science. Here, I am
interested to exploit their extraordinary optical features to fabricate a sub-
strate behaving as an on-chip device. Thanks to the high collimation enabled
by the extraordinary #NZ metamaterial features, ultra-thin dielectric hyper
resolute nano-structures are within reach. Once, the design of the MIMI is
done to exploit this features, a first attempt of hyper resolution is shown
fabricating 1D gratings. With respect to the standard direct laser writing ap-
proach, a size reduction of 89% and 50%, in height and width respectively,
is achieved with the height of the structures adjustable between 5 nm and
50 nm. The possibility to improve the resolution of the two-photon lithogra-
phy leads to a novel open scenario of meta-surfaces fabrication and on site
devices. Then, to complete the overview of new fascinating hyper resolute
two photon polymer curing, a highly detailed dielectric bas-relief (500 nm of
full height) of Leonardo Da Vinci’s "Lady with an Ermine" has been realized.
The proof-of-concept result shows intriguing cues for the current and trend-
setting research scenario in anti-counterfeiting applications, flat optics and
photonics.

3.1 One and two-photon lithography
In this first section we resume the main principles of one and two-photon
lithography process in order to easily understand how myself and cowork-
ers succeeded to find a way to improve the resolution of that process. Op-
tical lithography is one of the most used and developed micro-fabrication
technique [179–181]. The technique is based on the use of a photo-resist:
a mixture of a reactive monomer, a solvent and a photo-initiator, spread in
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liquid phase onto a solid substrate. By tuning the resist viscosity when a
spin-coating process is used, a thin film, of thickness finely controlled, typ-
ically in the range 0.5 - 100 µm, is deposed on a substrate. On such film,
features are impressed with ultraviolet (UV) light exposure through a mask.
Resists are available in positive and negative tone. A hole in the mask will
create a hole in a positive tone photoresists, whereas it will create a pit in
a negative tone photoresist [181]. Let us focus on this last family (the other
behaves in the symmetrical way): when a negative tone photo-resist is irradi-
ated with ultraviolet light, the photo-initiator creates free radicals, whose in-
teraction with the nearby monomers generates a crosslinking chain reaction.
Polymerization keeps on propagating until either two different interacting
radicals form a stable species, or the radicals are quenched due to interaction
with non-inert gas present on the environment. To obtain high-quality re-
sults, polymerization has to occur completely during the UV light exposure.
Therefore, it is mandatory to perform the process under an inert gas atmo-
sphere and to exactly tune it according to the characteristic of the selected
photo-resist. It has to be considered that photo-lithography works efficiently
if applied on thin film. Light goes through the holes inside of the mask, but
diverts inside the bulk of the photoresist film, according to its thickness. The
mask screens the areas of the film that aren’t to be exposed and structures 1D
or 2D can be created in the photo-sensitive resin, with a resolution down to
few micrometers, diffraction limited. The exposed resin polymerizes and the
remaining non-exposed material is removed bathing the sample in a solvent.
As a result, it is obtained a strongly adhering layer of controlled thickness,
structured in islands reproducing the shape of the uncovered areas in the
mask. This pattern can be hence used as a protective layer in a subsequent
wet hatching process, as in the case of the silicon chips in the microelectronic
domain, or as a mold in order to imprint the features in another material
(soft lithography) [181]. The last is the standard technique used for fabricat-
ing microfluidic devices, where the microfluidic network is impressed in a
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) block. PDMS is the most widely used silicon-
based organic polymer, and is particularly known for its unusual rheological
properties, allowing to fill and reproduce even the finest details, down to few
nanometers. Because of his chemical-physical properties, PDMS is widely
used in microfluidics [182–185], opto-fluidics [186, 187] and bio-technologies
[188], as it is optically clear and biocompatible. A chrome on glass mask, with
the desired patterns, was put upon the cooled photo-sensitive films, taking
care to face the chrome side to the resist film. Polymerization was performed
by using a led UV source (l = 365 nm), with output intensity of 1.18mW/cm2

and exposure time of 10 min. A post-exposure baking at 95�C for 5 minutes
was performed in order to complete the polymerization of the exposed ar-
eas. The film was left to cool for 10 minutes, and developed in a bath of
1-Methoxy-2-propyl acetate for 5 minutes, then the solvent was washed out
with a bath in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for 10 seconds. A hard-backing step at
145� C for 30 minutes was carried out to better fix the structures on the sub-
strates and to ensure that their mechanical properties don’t change during
thermal treatments.
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Two-photon Absorption

Direct laser writing (DLW) is a laser scanning fabrication technique allowing
to maskless print structures into a photoresist, with a resolution depending
solely on the output power and beam waist of the used laser beam [189–191].
When the optical absorption is governed by single photons processes, this
technique allows for 3D patterning with resolutions down to typically few
microns, in the same order of that given by the mask lithography. A huge
improvement is achieved combining DLW with the two-photons absorption
(TPA). In fact, exploiting the dependence of the TPA on the squared inten-
sity and the presence of a threshold, features of hundreds nanometers, thus
well below the diffraction limits can be created. TPA is an optical process,
theoretically predicted in 1930 by Maria Goeppert-Mayer [192], and then ex-
perimentally observed in 1961 by Kaiser and Garret [193]. As shown in Fig.
3.1, a photon absorption excites a molecule from the ground energy level to
a singlet excited energy level Ee, according to the process:

DE = Ee � Eg = h̄wa (3.1)

Where h̄ is the reduced Planck constant, wa is the angular velocity of the
absorbed photon. The excited singlet level is typically unstable, therefore
the system may lose energy and decay to a more stable intermediate energy
level Ei, from which it may create a chemical bonding with other activated
molecules, or it may release energy in a radiative (through an emitted photon
which will have we < wa), or non-radiative (local heating) way. According
to the Goeppert-Mayer’s theory, the molecule may also be excited by the
simultaneously absorption of two photons h̄wk and h̄wl. This is a optical
non-linear process involving the third order susceptibility, much smaller the
main term responsible of the ordinary optics. Therefore, in order to observe
TPA, a huge photon density is required [189–191], as in the case of a tightly
focused laser beam. In general, TPA has to fulfill the condition:

DE = h̄wa = h̄wk + h̄wl (3.2)

In this case, the system is firstly excited to a virtual level En, whose lifetime
Dt ⇠ h̄/DEk is typically in the order of 10�15s, and then to the excited level
Ee. If a single laser source is used, each photons has energy:

h̄wk =
h̄wa

2
=

DE
2

(3.3)

The activation rate through TPA is strongly different in respect to the single
photon absorption (SPA). For organic photo-resist, typical values of the SPA
cross-section s are in the order of 10�16cm2, while the TPA cross-section s2
is in the order of 10�50cm4s [189]. The SPA cross-section s can be calculated
according to Beer’s law:

I(x) = I0e�acx (3.4)

Where: I is the laser intensity, a = sN is the SPA absorption coefficient, N
is the molecular number density, c is the molecular concentrations and x the
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FIGURE 3.1: Energy level diagram for a molecule excited by a single photon
(dotted line) or by two photons (straight line), from the ground level to an
excited level. In both case, the compound may be activated or may release
energy through radiative or non-radiative processes. Figure readapted from

reference [189]

path length. In the TPA case the eq. 3.4, becomes:

I(x) =
I0

1 + bcxI0
(3.5)

In which b = 10�3(s2NAc)/h̄w is the TPA absorption coefficient, NA is the
Avogadro number, and s2 the TPA cross-section. If follows that s2 is a func-
tion of the square of the laser intensity [190].

Two-photon Polymerization

Through the TPA process, when an ultrafast near infrared (NIR) laser is fo-
cused on a UV-sensitive resin, polymerization is activated only in a very
small volume inside the focus. This is the smallest polymerizable volume,
usually called volume pixel (voxel) and defines the resolution of the photo-
polymerization process [189–191]. Two-photon polymerization (TPP) presents
two energy thresholds, as shown in Fig. 3.2. The first one is the polymeriza-
tion threshold, which depends on the laser intensity and the material cross-
section s2. Only the portion of the Gaussian profile of the laser intensity
that exceeds the threshold leads to local polymerization. Thus, the voxel di-
mensions strongly depend on the incident laser beam intensity. The second
threshold is defined by the onset of the optical breakdown of the polymer:
when the laser intensity is higher than this threshold, explosions can even oc-
cur and the resin is permanently damaged. Sweeping the laser beam into the
photo-resist, is thus possible to create bi- and three-dimensional polymeric
structures, whose resolution is given by the size of the voxel. A prediction
of the diameter and length of a voxel is thus necessary to create refined 3D
objects. The diameter d and the length l of the voxel are:

d(P, t) = rw0

s
ln(4

P2t
ntL(rw0p · h̄w)2

s2

ln( r0
r0�rth

)
) (3.6)
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FIGURE 3.2: Laser intensity dependency of the voxel size. If the laser inten-
sity is below the polymerization threshold no polymerization happens, else
only the portion of the Gaussian beam higher than the threshold will lead
to the voxel polymerization. Over the second threshold, the resist explodes

and is permanently damaged. Figure readapted from reference [189]

l(P, t) = 2zR

vuut
s

ln(4
P2t

ntL(rw0p · h̄w)2
s2

ln( r0
r0�rth

)
) (3.7)

The voxel length and diameter depend then on the laser power P, the expo-
sure time t and the TPA cross-section s2. The other terms are related to the
materials and optical system used. rw0 = 0.61l/N.A. is the beam waist, zR =
prw02/l is the Rayleigh length, n the pulsed laser repetition rate, tL the single
pulse width, h̄w the energy of the incident photon, s⇤

2 = s2/ln[r0/(r0?rth)]
is the effective cross section for the TPA, r0 and rth are the initial density and
the threshold density of radicals respectively.

Two-photon Direct Laser Writing: from the standard technique to the new
implementation

The TP-DLW by Zeiss (NanoScribe) system used presents a femtosecond
Ti:Sapphire (l = 780 nm) laser connected to an inverted microscope. The
laser beam is focused on the sample through a 63X or 25X objective, with
N.A. respectively of 1.4 and 1.1. 3D structures can be fabricated both through
the glass, and by the diving the objective in the resist (Fig. 3.3a). During
the printing process, the working distance of the objective (typically 350 �
400µm) has to be taken in consideration when the TP-DLW is performed
through the glass. Moreover, since the writing process occurs plane by plane,
to create the highest parts of a structures, the laser beam has to go through
the objects already created and is attenuated, generating smaller effective
voxels. By working with the objective immersed in the resin, it is possible
to create 3D object with theoretically no vertical limits (Fig 3.3b). However,
fluid-dynamic effects may occur while moving the lens and affect the final
result. Here, after this wide but necessary introduction of the two-photon
polymerization I want to explain how is possible to increase the resolution in
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terms of voxel sizes. To improve the lithography process I, with my cowork-
ers, exploited a MIMI deposited by DC sputtering on a classical substrate
used for the TP-DLW (Fig. 3.3c). Nowadays, the science of nanotechnol-
ogy moves forward to rich some goals in the super resolution direction [180].
Systems involved chemical reagents to increase the resolution as the modifi-
cation of the photo-resin [194], or more complex process as the modification
of the initiation and deactivation polymerization by a gain medium achiev-
ing a resolution of ⇠ l/20 [195]. Some results are also achieved by the TP-
DLW in terms of 3D structures but at the microscales[194], they are exploited
in order to perform the already existing technique, these are used for fiber
tip fabrication [180] and high resolution of 3D systems in hydrogels [196].
As reported from Zhang et al. [194] the progress of femtosecond laser direct
writing in the last decades the results that merit some notes reach results as
resolution of 100 nm for microstructures by the use of radical quenchers [197],
40 nm fro micro-devices by an activation beam [195], of 25 nm and 20 nm for
MEMS and micro-optics by the scan speed manipulation and self-smoothing
effect [198, 199], the use of photosensitive sol-gel for micro-optics [200], just
to name a few. Another way is possible exploiting the mechanical strategy as
the change of the interface hight, in that case is possible to reach a results of
a single line width and hight around 100 nm [201].
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FIGURE 3.3: The sketch shows the two main approaches for TP-DLW and
our implementation. a) Laser writing from the bottom using a matching
oil and the photo-resin on the top substrate, b) the object is dipped into
the resist. c) The sketch presents the coating MIMI metamaterials on the
substrate that allows enabling the hyper resolution in the TP-DLW process.

Our proposed implementation can be result useful thanks the simplest
way of utilization. It is a completely different approach, it involves optical
epsilon-near-zero (#NZ) nano-cavities in a metal/ insulator/ metal/ insulator
(MIMI) configuration [139] deposited on a standard coverslip already used
in the TP-DLW processes. These systems pave the way for the realization
of very versatile devices with unusual optical features. In this chapter, the
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extraordinary self-collimation of light, enabled by a MIMI plasmonic meta-
material, is proposed as a ground-breaking possibility to improve the reso-
lution of TP-DLW lithography [202, 203]. In particular, nanostructures with
typical sizes of few tens of nanometers are within reach in few minutes writ-
ing time. It also exploits the near field but it does not require a SNOM tip or
an aperture to confine the incident electric field as done in past study [204].
As well know, near field is widely used for super resolute imaging and the
two-photon is exploited especially by fluorescence [205–207].

3.2 MIMI device for TP-DLW process
As illustrated in Fig. 3.3c, it is possible to drastically increase the resolu-
tion in terms of voxel sizes by using a MIMI directly deposited on a classical
glass substrate used for the TP-DLW. The inset reports a schematic view of
the MIMI constituted of a silver layer with thickness tAg = 30 nm, a thicker
ZnO layer working as an optical nano-cavity (tcav), another silver layer with
the same (tAg) thickness and a final thin ZnO layer (tZnO = 30 nm). In or-
der to obtain the hyper-resolute TP-DLW process, it is necessary that oper-
ating/writing wavelengths (l = 780 nm and l = 390 nm) are let through
the MIMI nano-cavity as depicted on the sketch of Figure 3.4a. By using a
Finite Element Method (FEM) model, based on numerical ellipsometer anal-
ysis (NEA)[93], and by varying the thickness of the dielectric nano-cavity
(tcav), it is possible to retrieve the thickness value to obtain the minimum in
reflectance and the maximum in transmittance for a normally incident wave
at the two above mentioned wavelengths. In our case, the cavity thickness
is 160 nm that actually supports the plasmonic resonant modes marked with
dashed white lines in the reflectance and transmittance maps reported in Fig-
ure 3.4b and Figure 3.4c, respectively. A further validation of the occurrence
of double modes is provided by a modified effective medium theory (EMT),
taking into account the experimental retrieved dielectric constant and the
thickness of each layer [208, 209]. Here, the implemented EMT reports the
modified #̃k and #̃? equations:

#̃k =
#̃m1dm1 + #̃d1dd1 + #̃m2dm2 + #̃d2dd2

dm1dd1dm2dd2
(3.8)

#̃? =
#̃d1#̃m1#d2#̃m2(dm1dd1dm2dd2)

#̃m1dd1 + #̃d1dm1 + #̃m1dd2 + #̃d2dm1 + #̃m2dd2 + #̃d2dm2
(3.9)

This analysis shows the double #NZ behavior of the proposed MIMI nano-
cavity presenting the zero crossing point between the real perpendicular Re {#?}
and parallel Re

n
#k

o
dielectric constant very close to the two operating wave-

lengths, see Figure 3.4d. In case of off-normal light incidence on the same
MIMI (qi varying from 0� to 80�), reflectance and transmittance curves are
reported in Figure 3.5. Experimental curves are measured by analyzing the
fabricated MIMI by means of a V-VASE ellipsometer Figure 3.5a, c, e ,g for
reflectance and transmittance p- and s-pol, respectively, while the numeri-
cal analysis is performed again by the NEA model Figure 3.5b, d, f, h. The
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FIGURE 3.4: a) A sketch of the MIMI nano-cavity. b-c) Numerical reflectance
and transmittance map, respectively, at normal incidence varying the ZnO
thickness that constitutes the optical nano-cavity. The value of tcav = 160 nm
has been choose to obtain a minimum in reflectance and maximum in trans-
mission at l = 400 nm and l = 780 nm. d) Effective medium theory (EMT)
calculated for a four layer system showing the #NZ modes at the two reso-

nant wavelengths. Figure readapted from reference [202, 203].

high-level reliable agreement between numerical and experimental results
confirms the possibility to exploit the MIMI for TP-DLW with a focused
(l = 780 nm) laser beam at normal incidence. As reported in these stud-
ies, the use of a MIMI system allows enabling the two modes for the s-pol
and not only for the p-pol this feature offers the possibility to use it for a TP-
DLW source with TE or TM polarization. As reported in past studies and in
Chapter 1 the #NZ metamaterials have the remarkable ability to canalize and
collimate light[210–214]. The propagation of light within these metamaterials
has been described in section 1.2.1. For the considered MIMI nano-cavity, the
qres�cone (see equation 1.5) has been calculated using the parallel and perpen-
dicular dielectric constant retrieved by the EMT. As reported in Figure 3.7a,
the MIMI nano-cavity presents two points where the resonant cone angle is
zero meaning that, for l ⇠ 400 nm and l ⇠ 770 nm, the light passing through
the MIMI remains completely collimated. However, the operating/writing
wavelengths present a resonant cone angle of max 5� as highlighted by the
grey squares. The latter indicate wavelengths in a range of ±10 nm respect to
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FIGURE 3.5: a-b) Numerical and experimental reflectance p-pol, c-d) numer-
ical and experimental transmittance p-pol e-f) Numerical and experimental
reflectance s-pol and g-h) numerical and experimental transmittance s-pol
map at different incident angle for the MIMI device showing the two mini-

mum and two maximum respectively at l = 400 nm and l = 780 nm.

the wavelength where the resonant cone angle is zero. Due to the incident an-
gle independency in the EMT and qres�cone calculation, the mismatch in terms
of desired and evaluated wavelengths is not worrisome. The qres�cone and the
beam behavior is experimentally confirmed by the use of a homebuilt confo-
cal setup. The optical setup used to analyze the Point Spread Function (PSF)
characterization is composed as following. A collimation line for the white
light that is produced by from a Xenon lamp is realized with a 40X objective
and a fiber coupler mounted on a 3-axis stage. The collimated beam is sent
to the main confocal line. On the same optical path, it has been placed an-
other 3-axis stage with a 10x/50x objective used to focalized the beam on the
sample (S) under investigation. Then, a 32x objective collects the signal from
the sample and collimates it into the detector that is represented by a beam
profiler (BP) Thorlabs BC106N-VIS spectral range from 350 nm to 1100 nm
mounted on a double-axis stage. A lens collects the signal from the objec-
tive and sent it on the BP ccd. In the middle of this path there is the sample
mounted on a holder stage that allows controlling micrometer movement.
The sample is moved forward and backward along Z in order to collect the
beam divergence. Between the fiber collimator and the first objective it has
been placed a beam splitter that sends the light from lamp or from the lasers
in the main path. The laser line is composed by different lasers. For exam-
ple a blue laser impinges on a dichroic mirror (DM1) that reflects the green
and leads both lasers on a beam splitter (BS1) that collects the red laser and
sent all lasers on the second beam splitter (BS2). In order to measure the in-
put power a flip mirror (FM) is placed after the 32⇥ objective and the signal
is sent on a Thorlabs power meter (Pm) head (model S130VC). The whole
described setup is depicted in Figure 3.6.
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FIGURE 3.6: Schematic view of the optical setup used to fully characterize
the produced PSF through the MIMI device and the bare glass substrate

The MIMI is compared with a standard glass substrate (glass coverslip
22X22X0.15mm) used in TP-DLW, the produced focalized spot is measured
in order to estimate the beam shrinking by the point spread function (PSF) as
illustrated in Figure 3.7b and c for an input objective of 50X and 10X respec-
tively. The experimental intensity maps are reported in Figures 3.7d-g. The
beam with wavelength of l = 400 nm and l = 780 nm passing through the
MIMI presents a reduction of the initial full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of 1µm and about 0.9µm, respectively, which corresponds to a reduction of
36% when collected with a 50⇥ input objective. In case of a 10⇥ input ob-
jective, the beam reduction that occurs is about 20% as detailed in the field
maps and PSF reported in Figure 3.7h-m.

3.3 Results of the hyper resolute TP-DLW lithog-
raphy

In this section, I am going to show in detail how a standard TP-DLW process
can be enhanced to hyper resolution by the presence of a MIMI nano-cavity.
In particular, several attempts of fabrication with diverse dimensional fea-
tures have been performed. A significant example in this direction is the real-
ization of an array of 1D gratings, pitch 400 nm on top of the MIMI previously
deposited on a glass coverslip substrate. In case of a bare glass substrate, the
focusing interface selected to start the laser writing process is established
between the resin and the glass; in presence of the MIMI, instead, the inter-
face is selected between the first silver layer and the glass. The use of an
array permits to characterize each elements as a function of the laser power
(LP), which varies from 12mW to ⇠ 25mW, and the scan speed (SS) which
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FIGURE 3.7: a) Calculated resonant cone angle of the fabricated MIMI. b-
c)The experimental PSF reveals a beam shrinking of about 36% and 20%
in the MIMI nano-cavity with respect the bare glass for the two input ob-
jectives. Experimental transmitted spot through the bare glass and MIMI
nano-cavity at l = 400 nm and at l = 780 nm, acquired through the beam
profiler, d-g) for the four considered cases with the 50x, and h-m) with the

10x input objective. Figure readapted from reference [202, 203].

varies from 2mm/s to 10mm/s. The topography analysis conducted using a
confocal microscope Zeiss LSM 780 equipped with an AFM head-stage. The
AFM measurements are performed with high resolute tips with precision of
±2 nm. Each scan has been collected at high resolution of 1024x1024 px in or-
der to reduce any background noise and it ensures to collect very high qual-
ity data. A comparison between the AFM measurements performed on the
structures realized through a simple glass coverslip and through the MIMI
nano-cavity is shown in the Figure 3.8. The difference between the standard
TP-DLW process and the MIMI configuration stands out immediately offer-
ing the possibility to clearly trace straight lines without defects (Figures 3.8a
and b). A comparison between two fabricated gratings, using LP = 20mW
and SS = 4mm/s, has been done based on the raw images of the AFM profile.
As illustrated in Figure 3.8c, a remarkable difference in terms of height and
width of each grating element is present, with height values passing from
H ⇠ 420 nm to average H̃ ⇠ 30 nm for the grating obtained through the bare
glass or with the MIMI configuration, respectively. The latter shows, also, a
half width of only H̃ ⇠ 30 nm. In Figure 3.8d, it is reported an AFM image
of a grating realized using the lowest laser power and the fastest scan speed
producing an H̃ ⇠ 7 nm and a width W̃ ⇠ 150 nm.

In order to complete and better understand the comparison on both sub-
strates, the size of each grating element contained in the test array has been
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FIGURE 3.8: AFM morphology of a fabricated grating, pitch 400 nm with a
Laser Power (LP) of 20 mW and a Scan Speed (SS) of 4 mm/s a) through the
classical glass substrate and b) through the MIMI nano-cavity. c) Profiles
comparison of the two fabricated grating. d) Grating realized through the
MIMI nano-cavity using a LP of 12 mW and a SS of 4mm/s producing an
element height of ⇠ 5 ± 2 nm. e) Height and Width for all the fabricated
gratings at different laser power and scan speed using the glass substrate
(black symbols) and the MIMI (red symbols). f) Height as function of the
LP for glass (black square) and MIMI (red squares) substrates showing an

average reduction of ⇠ 89%. Figure readapted from reference [202, 203].

collected and reported in the graph shown in Figure 3.8e. The latter evi-
dences an interesting and remarkable difference between the grating sizes
produced by the two configurations. In fact, an improved resolution of ⇠
89% and ⇠ 50% in terms of height and width is obtained, respectively. A
further validation has been done by comparing the produced element height
at different laser powers. The trend is similar for both substrates maintaining
equal the difference that occurs between them as presented in Figure 3.8f.
The proof of concept of the reliability of the proposed technique, able to force
the beam self-collimation during writing process, is the fabrication of partic-
ularly complex three-dimensional TP-DLW objects. The MIMI functionality
has been challenged in producing a polymer bas-relief version of the famous
Da Vinci’s portrait "Lady with an Ermine" (Figure 3.9a). The choice to realize
a bas-relief has been done considering that the process involves a 3D lithog-
raphy and this portrait also contains very tiny details only reproducible in
presence of hyper resolution. The first step is to create a computer-aided
design (CAD) of the portrait image to be used in the TP-DLW process. The
obtained design is shown in Figure 3.9b. The full height of the portrait is
chosen as Hz = 500 nm that is divided in 25 slices of 20 nm thickness each.
The optical microscopy image, collected by using unpolarized white light
and a 40X objective, clearly underlines the contours of the portrait and evi-
dences details like face, dress, hand, ermine and necklace (Figure 3.9c). This
high quality optical image is also the consequence of the self-collimation of
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the microscope impinging light, passing through the sample and reaching
the objective, that experiments the lens effect of the eNZ metamaterial, as
demonstrated in previous works[34, 215–218]. AFM morphology character-
ization has been done showing the bas-relief height H ⇠ 500 nm and the
very impressive quality of this enhanced TP-DLW fabrication, as reported in
Figure 3.9d. Since the resist used in the writing process is fluorescent, the col-

FIGURE 3.9: a) Original portrait and b) TP-DLW software model of the bas-
relief "Lady with an Ermine". c) Optical image of the realized 3D sample col-
lected with an objective with magnification 40X through the MIMI substrate
and enlighten from the top. d) AFM morphology of the fabricated sample.
e-f) Emission confocal images of the bas-relief. In particular e) reports the
base of the 3D print showing the silhouette of the "Lady". f) Image collected
close to the top (Hz ⇠ 0.5µm) of the portrait and some details are shown as
the hand, the shoulders, and parts of dress and face. g) A whole 3D sample
image has been reconstructed highlighting the reliability to "print" very well

all particulars at the nanoscale. The scale-bar in each picture is 20 µm.

lection of the whole bas-relief (Figure 3.9e-f) is also obtained by means of a
fluorescence confocal microscopy analysis performed with a slicing of 10 nm
along the z-axis. The fluorescence confocal 3D image has been acquired us-
ing a confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM790) equipped with a 3D piezoelectric
scanner. A 488 nm laser was focused on the cover-slip through a 40⇥ air
objective, which allows a spatial resolution of 200 nm, and a z-resolution of
10 nm. The emitted light collected by the objective is sent to a beam-splitter
and adequately filtered. Finally it passes through a pin-hole and is collected
by a tunable detector that in this case is set in the range 550-600 nm. This
imaging method allows to easily recognize at the minimum height the sil-
houette of the "Lady" (Figure 3.9e). Then by increasing the Hz ⇠ 0.5µm, the
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frame shows the details present on top of the sample, as illustrated in Figure
3.9f. Finally, once the z-stack is completed, by using the proprietary software
is possible to recombine all acquired images producing their full overlap and
the final picture reported in Figure 3.9g. The preliminary test highlights the
reliability of the hyper resolute 3D TP-DLW with slice distance of 20 nm and
a high level of details reproduced in a very small volume. This technique
is foreseen as a valuable possibility to realize anti-counterfeiting tags in the
recent research framework of physical unclonable functions.

3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, it has been reported a novel technique to enhance the writ-
ing resolution of a standard TP-DLW process by implementing an ad-hoc
designed ENZ metamaterial. The application framework of this finding is
expected to be very wide. Among the various possibilities, this approach is
exploitable for 2D lithography at high resolution in the fabrication process
for electronics, nano-fluidics, and optic devices. The MIMI structure reveals
interesting features as the possibility to tune during the fabrication its optical
response and shift transmittance peaks or reflectance dips. The diffraction-
free ability of the #NZ metamaterial enables an extraordinary collimation of
the writing laser light and hence the hyper resolution of the TP-DLW. In fab-
ricating test structures like 1D gratings, a reduction of the voxel size of about
89% and 50%, for height and slit width respectively, is observed correspond-
ing for the height of the grating to a reduction from 250 ± 2 nm to 5 ± 2 nm.
The proposed technique gives its best when more complex 3D structures are
considered. a hyper-resolute bas-relief version of the famous Da Vinci’s por-
trait "Lady with an Ermine" with a full height of only 500 nm divided in 25
slices of 20 nm thickness each. These new frontier results find immediate ap-
plication in the trendsetting scenario of physical unclonable functions and
flat-optics. These results pave the way for the next step represented by a far
reaching application of the hyper resolute TP-DLW to fabricate all-dielectric
metalenses with very interesting features as achromaticity, the broad work-
ing spectrum and the very high level of miniaturization.
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Chapter 4

All-Dielectric Apochromatic
Broadband Metalenses:
Design, TP-DLW fabrication and
Characterization

The purpose of this chapter is to show how the developed novel technique
for hyper resolution of the TP-DLW process can be efficiently exploited for
the fabrication of all dielectric ultra-flat metalenses. Because of their nano-
metric sizes, these metalenses present very fascinating and intriguing fea-
tures as achromaticity and broad spectral working range. In order to under-
stand the strong potential of this new optical element a brief state of the art is
presented. In fact, Metalenses offer the ground-breaking opportunity to real-
ize highly performing low-weight, flat and ultra-thin, optical elements which
substantially reduce size and complexity of imaging systems. Today, a major
challenge in metalenses design is still the realization of achromatic optical
elements ideally able to focus a broad wavelength spectrum at a single focal
length. In order to feature out the design and to optimally solve achromatic-
ity issues, I present a numerical system that exploits the inverse design medi-
ated by deep machine learning and a FEM (COMSOL Multiphysics) analysis
based on the near field analysis and the beam envelop method. After that,
I improved the photo-polymerization process, as described in Chapter 3, in
order to realize these metalenses with the most possible accuracy and reso-
lution. This aspect is highly relevant considering that a two-photon process
is able to pattern a single metalens within a time shorter than a minute. Sev-
eral characterizations have been exploited, by the use of optical microscope,
atomic force microscope and a homebuilt confocal microscope able to evalu-
ate the beam profile, the focal length and the depth of focus (DOF) when the
metalenses are impinged from a single laser, a multiple lasers and white light.
These characterizations on the fabricated metalenses, based on a completely
flat and ultra-thin design, show intriguing optical features. Overall, achro-
matic behavior, focal length of 1.14 mm, a numerical aperture NA = 0.087,
depth of focus of hundreds of microns (|50 : 150| µm) and total thickness of
only few nanometers (⇠ 30 nm) allow considering the design of novel and ef-
ficient imaging systems in a completely new perspective. In fact, this results
has great significance for the practical and industrial application of flat and
fully planar metalenses.
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4.1 Metalenses: the state of art
In recent years, the development of optical elements at the nanoscale raises a
huge and wide interest in material science for the many physical and chemi-
cal aspects involved in the fabrication and the return in applied fields because
of the relevant optical properties that obviously contribute to the research on
perfect flat lenses (a sketch is shown in Figure 4.1) and phase change sys-
tems[219–221], or interferometric effects exploitable for sensing [222]. In this
section we highlight the main aspects of metalenses, considered as a spe-
cial case of metasurfaces, evidencing limits and benefits[223]. Until now, the
most significant contribution in this research field was given by F. Capasso
and his research group. They exploited different possibilities until achieving
achromatic broadband metalenses with flat design patterned on large area
[224–227]. The background research on metalenses and their development is
long and complex with a sensitive leap made in the last decade. Some stud-
ies started from linear metasurfaces able to work in the IR spectrum. Then,
discreet patterns have been involved to mime classical lenses, going to recon-
struct the phase shift normally given by the surface curvature [228–230]. The
replacement of bulk refractive optical elements with diffractive planar com-
ponents enables the miniaturization of optical systems. However, diffractive
optics suffer of chromatic aberrations due to the dispersion of the phase accu-
mulated by light during propagation, some examples are presented in Figure
4.1b-c. In this case, it has been shown that this limitation can be overcome
with a simple engineering wavelength-dependent phase shift imparted on
the metasurfaces distribution, and a device designed in that way should de-
flect three wavelengths by the same angle. These options imply to consider
the focal length (f) and the beam deflection calculated under a new point
of view. In fact, it is necessary to consider the number of discreet elements
(N), the size of those (L) ones involved in the structure and the total area
occupied by the metalens(R2

N) [231]. Similar metalenses, realized by Capasso
et al., were initially constituted by metal sub-elements replaced later on by
dielectric ones: an example is given by an array of SiO2 nanoscopic coni-
cal bulges with base diameter of few hundreds of nanometers and height of
around 2 µm[232]. But as reported in literature this system is fabricated by
electron beam lithography (EBL) or Deep UV lithography (DUV) and its im-
mediately to know that to pattern large area with this method its extremely
time-consuming to manufacture with high resolution, as the samples pro-
duced in Figure 4.1c. Obviously, the number of researchers that begin to
study and improve this kind of metalenses and metasurfaces for several ap-
plications are very huge. They are investigating the possibility to improve
metalens using it as diffractive elements [233–235], the use of vary focal sys-
tems to obtain multiple focal length to correct the achromaticity[236, 237]
for imaging [238, 239], the use of multiple small metalenses [240], and until
the quantum electrodynamics [241]. We do not have to forget that some ex-
amples of flat lenses coming from the past, in 1748 George-Louis Leclerc devel-
oped the original idea dividing a lens surface into concentric rings in order to
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reduce the weight significantly. In 1821 this idea was adopted by Augustin-
Jean Fresnel in the construction of lighthouse lenses. After that, some exam-
ples have been proposed from them reaching the well known Fresnel Zone
Plates (FZP) lens, a sketch is represented in Figure 4.1a-center. According
with FZP lens I proposed a new simplest design of these in order to develop
a flat metalenses completely made by polymer and to produce them in a
very short time. About this last progress I, and my research group, deposited
a whole ultra-flat but very performing metalenses preprint [203, 242].

a)

b) c)

Classical 
Lens

Fresnel 
Lens

Metalens

FIGURE 4.1: The Figure depicts the state of art, a) shows the evolution of op-
tics element from a classical lens to metalaneses passing through the Fresnel
ones (Sketch readapted from reference [223]). b) is an examples of different
realized metasurfaces and metalenses as already presented by [226]. c) de-
picts two complicate examples of all dielectric metalenses realized by EBL,

(taken from [235]).

4.2 Metalenses design assisted by Deep Machine
Learning

The metalenses proposed in this doctoral thesis reproduce the optical be-
havior of a classic lens by means of low-loss dielectric metasurfaces. How-
ever, their functionalities go beyond those of classical lenses by introduc-
ing a variety of optical modes enabling dispersive phase compensation and
chromatic aberrations suppression [232]. In order to efficiently design the
metalenses, their geometrical parameters are retrieved through an inverse
design method mediated by deep machine learning (DML). The latter ex-
ploits the "GLOnets" [243] and generative adversarial networks (GANs) to
realize the target refractive index pattern. In detail, the algorithm iteratively
modifies geometrical features of polymeric nanoridges, like height H, width
W, period L and maximum transverse dimension u (Figure 4.2a), until the
metalens acquires the desired optical function. The range of sizes, within
which these parameters can vary, are derived from the study reporting the
hyper resolved TP-DLW technique [202]. In particular, height and width for
each element vary by few tens and few hundreds of nanometers respectively,
more details are reported in the following lines. These parameters such as
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the geometrical ones, the wavelength, the focal length, and the deflection
angle represent the main inputs of the neural network used in the GLOnets
(Metanet code). Here, we designed and optimized an ensemble of polymer
nano ridges that operates across a wide range of wavelengths in the UV-NIR
range. This code builds on analysis of conditional GAN that can optimize
only a single device in a training session. This means that focal length and
wavelength are fixed, while the other parameters are continuously changed
from the input array values. The thickness of the nano ridges is varied in the
range from H ⇠ (5 : 40 ± 2) nm and the incident light is TM/TE-polarized.
For each device, the nanoridge pattern period (L) is divided into segments
N = L/W where W ⇠ (200 : 500 ± 2) nm represents the nanoridge width.
For each segment, the refractive index of polymer or air is considered. The
nanoridge pattern deflects normally incident light to a direction meeting the
focal point (Figure 4.2 a). The optimization scope is to maximize the deflec-
tion efficiency of the metalens given an operating wavelength ranging from
400 to 1000 nm and an outgoing angle ranging from 40� to 80�. A schematic
representation of our conditional GAN flow chart is presented in Figure 4.2b.
The input are the operating wavelength l, the geometrical parameters H, W
and L, the desired focal length ( f ), the maximum transversal dimension (u)
and the near field equation. In fact, At each iteration, the developed GAN
algorithm modifies the geometrical parameters to let the nanoridges design
converge to desired focal length f = (1 : 1.2 mm) and u = (0 : 100 µm). At
this point of the design, the spatial distribution of the nanoridges is 1D. The
metalens with cylindrical symmetry is obtained by revolving the nanoridge
pattern around its propagation axis, see Figure 4.2c. The GAN uses the ac-
tual geometrical parameters and the considered wavelength to calculate the
produced electric near field E(x0, y) and compare it with the one that would
be produced by an equivalent (same focus distance) classic lens. For each
considered wavelength, namely 405 nm, 532 nm, 633 nm, 780nm and 1000 nm,
the calculated geometrical parameters that satisfy the comparison within a
certain error are stored, as well as some examples of the developed element
arrangement are reported in Figure 4.2d. There, the black/white strip-image
represents the output design that is the refractive index profile n(u) of the
device. By exploiting the following Fresnel diffraction formula, the calculated
near field E(x0, y) can be used to obtain the far field envelope E( f , u) of the
wave propagating from the metalens.

E(u, f ) =
1p
l

Z •

�•
E(x, y0)e�ipy2/(l f )e�ipuy/(l f )dy (4.1)

where u/(l f ) is the spatial frequency, E(x, y0) and E(u, f ) are the electric
field amplitude distributions at the exit plane x = x0 and the focal plane
x = f , respectively. From the above analysis, the metalens structure has the
following retrieved parameters: total radius u = 100 µm, period L = 1 µm,
height and width of the nanoridge element H = 30 and W = 200 respec-
tively. In order to avoid hole diffraction, the inner center of the metalens is
filled with lines. The algorithm has to satisfy a high efficiency value for each
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considered wavelength and for different deflection angles q. Figure 4.2d re-
ports the most efficient evaluated element disposition patterns for some cases
l = 405 nm, l = 532 nm, l = 633 nm, l = 1000 nm. For a bunch of iterations,
the code returns a histogram with the efficiency reached for each disposition,
as reported in Figure 4.2e. Finally, all the best data is stored and matched to
obtain the element sizes that satisfy the initial condition as already discussed
above. The enormous advantage of design algorithms coupled with the TP-
DLW cad software is represented by the direct conversion of the produced
design sketch into the instruction file for the TP-DLW writing for a quick and
efficient metalens fabrication. By using the previous formula with the re-
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FIGURE 4.2: Global optimization based on a generative neural network
(GAN) opportunely modified. a) Schematic view of nano ridges that con-
stitutes the metalens. b) Schematic representation of the conditional GANs
code for metalens generation. The generator is built by a neural network,
deconvolution layers (dconv) and a Gaussian filter. An identity shortcut
connection is also used by the electric near field equation. The input of
GANs code are the device’s geometrical parameters as height (H), width
(W), period (L) and finally wavelength (l). During each iteration of train-
ing, a batch of devices is generated and for each device efficiency gradients
(g) are calculated using forward electromagnetic simulations. These gradi-
ents are propagated through the network to update the weights of neurons
(Wn). The GAN verifies that the near field E(x; y0) produced by the meta-
surface satisfy the Fresnel diffraction formula (E(u; f)). Then, the GAN algo-
rithm compares the electrical near field of the actual geometrical parameters
and the considered wavelength with the one of a classical lens having the
same focal length. Only the parameters that respect the fixed condition over
the focal length and the maximum lens transversal dimension at multiple
wavelengths are stored. c) Revolved sketch of the constitutive elements. d)
Examples of produced element disposition in function of wavelength and
deflection angle, varying the height, width and period of the constitutive
metalens element. e) Histogram efficiency used to chose the element dispo-

sition. Figure readapted from reference [203, 242].
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trieved geometrical parameters, the beam profile along the propagation XZ
plane is evaluated at the resulting common focal length of 1.14 mm for each
considered wavelength; obtained results are reported in Figure 4.3a. Fig-
ure 4.3b reports a further analysis conducted calculating the electric far field
maps for each considered wavelength by means of a beam envelope model
based on Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis (RCWA). Each beam envelope is
calculated along the propagation plane XZ together with its corresponding
focal spot image (z = f = 1.14 mm) in the transverse XY plane. The perfor-
mance of a generic imaging system can be quantified as well by calculating
its point spread function (PSF). The PSF amplitude of a lens can be defined
as the transverse spatial light intensity variation of the image received at the
focal plane (FP) when the lens is illuminated by a perfect plane source [244]
(Figure 4.3c). It is worth noting that the results obtained using the different
methods is quite impressive: each wavelength profile converges to the focal
plane with a Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) lower than the diameter of
the whole metalens. The PSF, calculated in the XY focal plane, shows a sharp
FWHM presenting values close to ⇠ 1 µm for all considered wavelengths
(Figure 4.3c). Thereafter, the depth of focus (DOF), or the distance from the
focal point to the position where the intensity profile drops to half its maxi-
mum, is evaluated from the electric far field maps. This results close to 50 µm
for shorter wavelength and more than 200 µm for longer ones, as indicated
by dashed green lines drawn on Figure 4.3b. A representative sketch of the
metalens able to work at different wavelengths is reported in Figure 4.3d.
According with the performed numerical simulation and past studies, the
designed metalenses present also a zero phase shift at the focal length [226,
245]. This feature covers a fundamental role in the broadband achromatic
lens projection. In fact, in order to ensure the zero phase shift of the proposed
metalenses for each considered wavelength, numerical simulations and the
corresponding analysis have been done as reported in Figure 4.4a-e. It is close
to 0rad for all wavelengths at the focal length of f = 1.14 mm; similar results
have been already presented for different achromatic metasurfaces[226, 245].
The phase is calculated as the argument of the electric field component along
the propagation axis (arg(Ey). The maximum transverse dimension of the
nanoridges pattern "u", equal to 100 µm, is the center of the metalens and the
phase has been evaluated using a cut line at the calculate focal distance com-
mon for all wavelengths. The phase shift, according with past studies, results
equal to f(x) ⇠ 2pne f f (x)t/l, where x represents the dimension along the
lens diameter with a maximum extension equal to x = 2 ⇤ u. When this equa-
tion is imposed equal to zero for each wavelength, the broadband achromatic
lens design process starts [231, 246, 247]. In order to clarify the connection be-
tween the already studied metalens systems and our GAN implementation,
it is necessary to consider the phase equation written as a function of the ra-
dial coordinate r resulting equal to f(x) = �2p/ld(

p
(r2 � f 2) � f ), with

r =
p
(u2). Fixing f and the maximum lens radius r = u = (0 : 100) µm, it

is possible to run the GAN code until all conditions are respected, obtaining
the element sizes (H,W, L) as already explained above. A comprehensive
overview about the phase calculation and metalens design with different nu-
merical tools are reported in ref [247].
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FIGURE 4.3: a) Beam envelope at the focal plane (common for five different
wavelengths) calculated through the Fresnel diffraction formula by using
the near field E(x, y0) distribution provided by the GAN algorithm. b) Elec-
tric field maps evaluated by using the beam envelope model based on Rig-
orous Coupled Wave Analysis (RCWA) for five different wavelengths along
the propagation XZ plane together with its corresponding focal spot image
(XY plane). c) Beam profile retrieved at the common XY focal plane (FP,
f = 1.14 mm) by calculating the Point Spread Function (PSF); d) Schematic
view of numerically designed apochromatic metalens. Figure readapted

from reference [203, 242].

Metalenses fabrication by TP-DLW
Once designed, the metalenses are fabricated exploiting the enhanced two-
photon direct laser writing (TP-DLW) technique which adopts a metal-insulator-
metal-insulator (MIMI) nano-cavity for the hyper resolution performance
(sketch in Figure 4.3d). In the last years, the TP-DLW technique has emerged
as a new frontier for micro- and nano-fabrication, often replacing electron
beam and UV lithography. It is actually used to realize miniaturized effi-
cient bulk optics [248]. However, the present technology performance needs
to be pushed to its limits to achieve the required patterning of all dielectric
metasurfaces like ultra-thin diffractive optical elements [219, 249] or com-
plex circular structures made by single pillars [250]. The results reported in
chapter 3 demonstrate that a substantial improvement of the TP-DLW capa-
bilities is obtained when the process is upgraded through the exploitation of
a MIMI nano-cavity. The introduction of the MIMI metamaterial in the TP-
DLW process represents a ground-breaking technological leap: typical sizes
of few tens and few hundreds of nanometers in height and slit width[202],
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λ=405nma) λ=532nmb) λ=633nmc)

λ=780nmd) λ=1000nme)

FIGURE 4.4: The phase shift analyzed for different wavelengths at the same
focal length and along the lens diameter. The analyzed wavelengths are: a)

450 nm, b) 532 nm, c) 633 nm, d) 780 nm and finally e) 1000 nm.

respectively, are easily achievable and the fabrication of all dielectric ultra-
thin nano-structures, as flat metalenses, is obtained in a fraction of the time
required by other standard processes. The array of (5X4) metalenses consid-
ered in this work has been fabricated in less than five minutes thus confirm-
ing the fast fabrication procedure as extremely useful for mass production
and application in end-user imaging devices[240]. The nano-cavity has been
deposited by DC sputtering on glass substrate with thickness of ⇠ 100 µm)
and it is constituted starting from the glass as follow: 30 nm Ag layer, 160 nm
ZnO cavity, 30 nm Ag layer and 30 nm ZnO layer. The system is placed in
front of the two-photon source. This lithography apparatus is used to de-
fine the metasurface lens pattern in a drop of photo-sensitive resist placed
on top of the nano-cavity. The laser power used for the process is equal to
20mW and the scan speed is 4000 µm. After the writing process, the whole
system (nano-cavity with cured and uncured photo-resin) is soaked in a bath
of propylene glycol methyl ether acetate (PGMEA) for 15 minutes and then
cleaned in a bath of isopropanol alcohol (IPA) for other 5 minutes.

4.3 Morphological and microscopic characterization
After writing and development steps, a morphological characterization on
the fabricated metalenses has been performed using an Atomic Force Micro-
scope (AFM), the acquired image are reported in Figure 4.5a. By showing
a width W ⇠ 200 nm and a height of only H ⇠ 30 nm, the AFM profile
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of each circle (Figure 4.5b) confirms the ultra-thin characteristics of the pro-
posed metalens. Finally, Figure 4.5c-f report an optical microscopy analy-
sis conducted on the matrix of metalenses, evidencing their details. Image
in Figure 4.5c has been acquired with a magnification of 20x while, the in-
set shows the zoom (50x) of a single structure. Successively, according with
the peculiar feature of the nano-cavity [139], a single metalens has been ob-
served using a band pass filter (BPF) centered at three different wavelengths,
two close to the double #NZ resonances and one far from them. The first test
has been performed by using a filter centered at lBPF = 390 nm, see Figure
4.5d. In this condition, the structure is very clear and it is also possible to
distinguish horizontal lines in the inner circle of the metalens (Figure 4.5d).
These lines fill the inner center of the metalens to avoid hole diffraction. The
same test has been repeated with a BPF centered at lBPF = 450 nm, now
the structure appears blur and the circles broad (Figure 4.5e). Finally, the
image reported in Figure 4.5f has been collected by using a BPF centered at
lBPF ⇠ 780 nm. As expected, the system appears again very clear and the
features of each structure are highly defined. The high resolution at blue
and infrared wavelengths is an effect related to the double resonances of the
MIMI nano-cavity and a direct consequence of the zero light spreading of its
the #NZ property [202]. Further details about the unusual optical behaviour
of #NZ metamaterials can be found in past studies[74, 75, 215–217].

FIGURE 4.5: a) AFM morphological characterization of the metalenses with
b) the related height and width profile obtained from a transversal cut. c)
Optical image of the metalenses matrix acquired with microscope with mag-
nification 20x, (zoom at 50x in the inset). Particular of one metalens at 50x
observed using band pass filter (BPF) at d) 390 nm, e) 450 nm and f) 780 nm.

Figure readapted from reference [203, 242].
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4.4 Experimental Results:
All-dielectric metalenses optical carachteriza-
tion

A complete optical characterization of the fabricated metalenses, exploiting
the confocal home-built setup shown in Figure 4.6a, has been performed. The
use of a beam profiler (BP) permits to collect, at the same time, the intensity
of the signal, the beam profile, high quality 2D pictures of the sample and a
3D reconstruction made by the intensity, as largely done in past studies [227,
245, 251]. The focal length, the beam divergence and the point spread func-
tion (PSF) analysis has been performed using continuous wave three lasers
(3L), namely a blue one at l = 405 nm (BL), a green one at l = 532 nm
(GL) and red one at l = 633 nm (RL), and a white light source originating
from a Xenon lamp (WL) with intensity of 50µW/mm2. First of all using the
presented setup the metalens focal length has been estimated. The confocal
homebuilt setup has been used allowing to remove the optical elements that
are not necessary for the complete measurement 4.6b-c. The first step consists
to place the sample containing the metalens in the optical path of the confo-
cal configuration (Figure 4.6c). Then, once the focus is found on the metalens,
the input objective (10X) is removed. Finally, the light impinges on the metal-
ens and the output objective (32X) is moved along z until the new focal spot
is established, Figure 4.6d. The distance between the first and the second
configuration corresponds to the focal length, which in our case is close to
f = 1.14 mm. Figure 4.6e is a prospective view of the setup during the metal-
ens focus measurement and its characterization. The optical response of the
metalens at different propagation distances using each above laser at one-
by-one wavelength is reported in Figure 4.7a, b and c respectively. Then, the
three laser beams have been used simultaneusly to reproduce a RGB coherent
source (RGBL) (Figure 4.7d). Then, the optical behavior of the metalens has
been compared with the analysis conducted by the broadband white light
source (250 nm to 1100 nm), as reported in Figure 4.7e. All the measurements
validate the metalens broadband achromatic behavior with a focal length of
1.14 mm, as reported in our recent manuscript [203, 242]. In order to com-
pare the numerical prediction and the experimental results, the full width
half maximum (FWHM) at the focal plane ( f ) for each considered case has
been evaluated and reported in Figure 4.7f. For each single laser wavelength
(BL, GL and RL) the PSF presents a value of FWHM of only 0.9 µm, for 3L the
FWHM is 1.5 µm and for the WL it is 1.6 µm. The experimental depth of focus
(DOF) of the metalens, which depends on the impinging wavelength, agrees
with the numerical studies showing average values in the ranfe 100� 150 µm
around the common focal distance for all wavelengths, see Figure 4.7g. Simi-
lar results have been demonstrated for grating-based metasurfaces [252]. The
experimental DOF of the proposed metalens has been reported for each sin-
gle light source and the combination of them, see Figure 4.7g. It is collected
in the propagation range along z from �200 µm to 200 µm. As predicted by
the numerical simulations, the DOF is short in the blu-green spectral range,
while it starts to increase when the wavelength is close to the red-IR spectral
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FIGURE 4.6: a) A perspective view of the optical setup used to character-
ize the metalens for the focal length. b) The top view with the detailed
elements used in that setup. c) The sketch represents the initial confocal
configuration, and d) the metalens focal length is evaluated removing the
input objective (red arrow) and moving along z the output objective (32x)

until the produced output spot is again the smallest one.

range. The combination of lasers (3L) presents a DOF extended as the red
one. Instead, the withe light (WL) produces a depth of focus very short due
to the incoherent nature of the propagated light and also because it is a con-
tinuous spectrum and the metalenses probably do not focus all wavelengths
emitted by the Xenon lamp. Another important feature of this all-dielectric
metalens is the the numerical aperture NA ' nD/2 f = 0.087. The numerical
aperture is evaluated using the following equation:

NA = nsinq (4.2)

In the condition of a low lens magnification the equation (4.2) is reduced to

NAi = n sin q = n sin
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Where D is the diameter of the lens D = 2 ⇤ RN, n is the refractive index of
the medium where the metalenses work n ⇠ 1.0 and f is the focal length.
Such high NA value is extremely useful for realizing very precise lens sys-
tems for imaging and confocal instruments. Finally, in order to further con-
firm the achromatic behavior of the proposed metalens, a CIE chromaticity
xy-coordinate graph has been evaluated for all the considered cases and re-
ported in Figure 4.7h. The use of a l = 405 nm produces a blue/purple point
and the three collinear lasers (3L) results shifted in a blur white on the tri-
stimulus region (warm light)[166]. As expected, the white lamp is centered
on the pure white point (cold light). To further validate the RGB behavior,
another test has been done using a laser with a different blue wavelength,
l = 445 nm, obtaining this time a practically blue spot. Now, if this blue
laser is combined with previous green (GL) and red (RL) lasers, a white spot
comparable with the WL is obtained, reported in the gamut plot as the RGB
grey circle. These results corroborate the broadband achromatic behavior of
the proposed ultra-thin dielectric metalenses fabricated with a hyper reso-
lute TP-DLW lithography process. The whole characterization confirms ex-
tremely exciting properties of the proposed metalens that can be exploited,
due to their miniaturization, as optical components for micro-nano imaging,
smart devices, in situ investigation as a local spectroscopic probe, color sen-
sitivity and so on [220, 241, 251, 253–256].
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FIGURE 4.7: Stacks of the beam divergence from the focal length (1.14 mm)
indicated as z=0 to ±200 µm at a) l = 405 nm b)l = 532 nm c)l = 633 nm d)
using the previous three lasers at the same time and e) using a Xenon lamp
source. f) Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) for all considered cases. It is
0.9 µm for each single laser (BL, GL, RL), 1.5 µm for the three lasers (3L) and
1.65 µm for the white lamp (WL). g) The DOF evaluated for each input laser,
has been calculated considering the FWHM of the produced spot along the
propagation direction z in the range from �200 µm to 200 µm. h) CIE chro-
maticity xy-coordinate plot for each laser wavelength, combination of them
(3L) and white lamp (WL); for laser with l = 445 nm and the combination
with the GL and RL producing RGB spot (grey circle). Figure readapted

from reference [203, 242].

4.5 Conclusion
In this Chapter, the ultra-flat metalenses with vertical sizes in the order of
few tens of nanometers (⇠ 30 nm) have been reported. The metalenses are
designed through GANs algorithms based on deep machine learning, they
are fabricated by hyper-resolute TP-DLW process, and finally they are op-
tically characterized. The metalenses are able to work in a broad visible
range (l ⇠ 400 : 1000 nm) focusing light at a focal length of 1.14 mm, DOF
of about |50 : 150| µm and the numerical aperture of NA = 0.087. These
metalenses present ground-breaking advantages as low-cost single step and
time-saving fabrication, nanometric sizes, all dielectric composition. More-
over, they are engineered to be achromatic across the entire visible spectrum.
The achieved results represent a significant advance in the state-of-the-art
of research on metalenses, that are typically limited in their application by
bandwidth and chromatic aberration. These achromatic ultra-thin flat met-
alenses can find vast implementation across industry and scientific research,
such as in miniaturized optical devices, advanced microscopy, local imaging
and nano-lithography.
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In this Doctoral Thesis, we carried out a research work aiming at the design,
fabrication and characterization of novel metamaterials able to extremely
improve the resolution of the two photon direct laser writing process. The
method proposed to improve the resolution of the photopolymerization pro-
cess could be convenient because it is low-cost and fast. Common denom-
inator of all metamaterial devices is the initial optical nano-cavity config-
uration composed by metal/ insulator/ metal/ insulator or, as we already
called, MIMI. These systems present some features as the tunable resonant
wavelength as a function of the dielectric cavity thickness and it allows to
design a system that works at the operation wavelength used in the TP-DLW
setup. The procedure for the optimization of the design of the proposed
devices has been performed by means of a home-built TMM code and im-
plemented with a Finite Element Method (FEM) in COMSOL Multiphysics,
a commercial software. Successively, the MIMI systems have been fabri-
cated using standard DC-Sputtering. All the experimental measurements
agree very well with the simulation results confirming the great quality of
the work both in terms of simulation and fabrication/ characterization. The
perfect match between the fabricated MIMI and our TP-DLW setup allowed
us producing some tests in order to confirm the increase in terms of writing
resolution, the realization of samples exploitable in labels based-on physi-
cal anti-counterfeiting that can open the way for unclonable devices, and the
last but not the least, the fabrication of all-dielectric ultra-flat metalenses that
show incredible features as achromaticity, a broad working spectral range,
extended focal length and depth of focus, and a numerical aperture compa-
rable with the already realized metalenses.
In particular, in Chapter1, the main aspects about metamaterials, isofrequency
surface that describes the dispersion relations of hyperbolic metamaterials,
and the behavior in light-matter interaction have been considered. Then, the
stacked multi-layer materials and a particular family of those, the #psilon
Near Zero, have also been presented. These metamaterials lead to obtain
particular effects as light self-collimation and canalization inside it. Finally,
an overview on the plasmonic behavior in a simple metal/insulator interface
that produces surface plasmon polaritons, bulk plasmon polaritons in multi-
stacked metamaterials and the gap surface plasmon in Fabry-Pérot nano-
cavities have been explained in details.
In Chapter 2, simple and fast but robust numerical methods to design meta-
materials and to predict their optical behavior have been presented. The first
purpose is the ellipsometry and its advantages to measure layered and nano-
structures retrieving the ellipsometer parameters Y and D, the reflectance
and transmittance and also the complex refractive index n � ik. Then, the
Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) has been detailed and it has been also used
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to code a homebuilt Matlab tool to predict the optical behavior. On the same
way, by using COMSOL Multiphysics a Numerical Ellipsometer Analysis
(NEA) has been realized. NEA covers the role of a robust tool to predict
the optical response of metamaterials with/without superstructures placed
above of them. Some numerical simulations predicted by the NEA are ex-
perimentally validated by different cases increasing the system complexity.
The plasmonic dispersion relations and the modal analysis have been consid-
ered for the dielectric cavities that support multi-spectral mode in the visible
range. Finally, in the last section particular effects produced by MIMI cav-
ities have been studied. The color hues, produced by the different cavity
thickness, and the involved material and a fast and effective way to observe
the plasmons propagating inside those structures is proposed throughout the
pseudo dielectric function < #̃ >. These designed cavities present also par-
ticular effects as high dephasing known as Goos-Hänchen shift that it is ex-
ploitable for extremely accurate sensing.
In Chapter 3, the main concepts of one and two-photon lithography and the
state of art about the TP-DLW have been introduced. Then, detailed aspects
reported in the first Chapter and the use of the MIMI properties and its fea-
tures gave back the possibility to design an embed device able to work at the
two photon lithography process wavelength (l = 780nm in the presented
case). Then, by the home-built confocal setup equipped with a beam pro-
filer, the fabricated prototype has been tested. The system was investigated
in terms of incident beam waist modification after the passage through it and
is evaluated by the Point Spread Function (PSF) reduction. After this char-
acterization, the MIMI device was used to produce 1D gratings in order to
compare the fabricated on a classical glass substrate to the one produced on
the new ENZ substrates. The reduction of 89% in height and 50% in width
lead this research to reproduce the famous portrait "The Lady with an Ermine"
by L. Da Vinci that exhibits an high resolution level in terms of details and
the nanoscale slicing in the 3D lithography fabrication.
Finally, in the Chapter 4, the results obtained by the improved TP-DLW tech-
nique are exploited for the realization of all-dielectric ultra-flat metalenses
with sizes of few tens nanometers and interesting features such as achro-
maticity and a broadband spectral working range. The future optics follow
the trendsetting scenario of miniaturized devices with outstanding features
as extended focal length and Depth of Focus (DOF), standard Numerical
Aperture number (compared with the already existing metalenses), and fast
and easy way to produce them. This Chapter presents the metalenses de-
signed by deep machine learning, then the fabrication done exploiting the
MIMI substrates to increase the resolution of the TP-DLW process. Once
the metalenses are fabricated, their optical characterization has been done by
using the home-built setup realized on purpose. The focal length has been
evaluated resulting equal to f = 1.14 mm, the effective DOF is in the range
|50� 150| µ depending on the wavelength and the numerical aperture results
NA = 0.087.
To sum up, innovative MIMI configurations with improved performance
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have been numerically and experimentally presented. These low-cost de-
vices can pave the way for a new class of metamaterial components for achiev-
ing hyper resolution in TP-DLW process. They cover an extremely important
role for industrial applications in several fields such as anti-counterfeiting
and flat optics.
The perspectives about the topics addressed on this Thesis such as meta-
materials, nano fabrication and metalenses can be summarized in two main
future goals. The first one is the integration of the MIMI substrate directly
on the objective lens used during the two photon direct laser writing. This
further implementation can open the way to fabricate polymeric structures
with nanometric size on the desired substrate and it allows also to experi-
ment the Dip in Laser Lithography (DiLL) technology using the commercial
resist IP-DIP, or using the IP-n162 made for freeform optics. This latter serves
as immersion and photosensitive material at the same time by dipping the
microscope objective into this liquid photoresist. Due to its refractive index
matched to the focusing optics IP-Dip guarantees ideal focusing and hence
highest resolution for DiLL. The other aspects that cover an important role
is the realization/projection of a system that allows the tuning of the focal
length exploiting a refractive index variation in the surrounding medium. If
developed in sequence, these two perspectives could pave the way to fabri-
cate miniaturized lens with a variable focus on different substrates such as
transparent, flexible, and reflective ones, just to name a few.
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Appendix A

The Effective Medium Theory

In this Appendix we treat the Effective Medium Theory (EMT). The EMTis still
able to capture some specific remarkable feature of the wave propagation
inside these metastructures, among which the so-called Epsilon-Near-Zero-
and-Pole condition finds place, which will be the main topic of this chapter.
Therefore, it is essential to lay the fundaments of this theory. [17]

The constitutive relations remain valid independently on the polarization
of the incident electric field and even for the effective medium so that they
can be used for the calculation of both the parallel and perpendicular effec-
tive permittivity components:

Dj = #̃ jEj (A.1)

where j stands for the considered material that can be the metal or the
dielectric. It is important noticing that Eq. (A.1) is still valid even for the
overall HMM, so that it can be assumed that De f f = #e f f Ee f f , where #e f f can
be equal to #k or #?, accordingly to which parameter is being calculated.

Let?s now consider the case in which the electric field is polarized along
the HMM?s surface plane. This procedure leads to the calculation of ?||. In
this case, the electric field has to be continuous at the interfaces between the
metal and the dielectric. This means that:

Em = Ed = Ee f f (A.2)

where the subscripts m, d and eff stands for metal, dielectric and effec-
tive, respectively. The superscript "e#" in Eq. (A.1) indicates that the dielec-
tric permittivities are complex quantities. Indeed, the effective parameters
are also valid for the imaginary components and are intrinsically Kramers-
Krönig consistent.

The effective electric flux can be expressed as the sum of the flux density
in the metal and the dielectric, averaged to each respective fill fraction f j =
(dj/(dtot)), being dj the thickness of the jth material ant dtot the total thickness
of a single metal/dielectric bilayer:

De f f ,k = #̃kEe f f = fmdm + fddd (A.3)

by replacing Eq. (A.2) in Eq. (A.3), we obtain the expression for #̃k:

#̃k =
#̃mdm + #̃ddd

dmdd
(A.4)
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In order to calculate #̃? we start from the consideration that, when the
electromagnetic field is polarized perpendicularly to the HMM?s surface plane,
the electric flux dj is continuous at the interfaces:

De f f ,? = #̃?Ee f f = dm + dd (A.5)

In this case, the effective electric field can be expressed as the fill-fraction
averaged electric field in every single component, so that

Ee f f = fmEm + fdEd (A.6)

and, by replacing Eq. (A.5) in Eq. (A.6), the expression #̃? can be imme-
diately found:

#̃? =
#̃d #̃m(dm + dd)
#̃mdd + #̃ddm

(A.7)

Equations (A.4) and (A.7) represent the two components of the effective
local permittivities for a multilayered HMM and also an eNZ (and Pole)
metamaterials.

Provided that the optical response can be modeled with sufficient pre-
cision via the local #̃k and #̃?, it is possible to calculate the exact disper-
sion relation for a multilayered HMM. Such a quantity provides information
about the light propagation through the metamaterial and allows explaining
a plethora of noticeable properties, from super-collimation to lifetime engi-
neering in the proximity of HMMs.
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Appendix B

The TMM code in Matlab

Here, it is reported the block diagram of the homebuilt script used for the
Transfer Matrix Method coded in Matlab.

FIGURE B.1: The sketch represents the block diagram of the TMM coded in
Matlab
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